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Credit card scam may have hit JMU
By Ian Record
staff writer

Unidentified callers requesting JMU
students' credit card numbers are
operating a credit scam in the area,
police believe.
According to Bob Baker, an
investigator for JMU campus police,
the police have received four reports of
callers requesting credit card numbers
over the phone in the past three weeks.
In all four cases, the students refused

to give their credit card numbers to the
caller.
But Baker believes other students
may have given out their credit card
numbers and are reluctant to report it
to the police.
Legitimate businesses typically
request credit card numbers through the
mail or in person. Baker said.
"Legitimate businesses will not and
do not conduct business of that type
over the phone, especially when it
comes to credit card numbers," he said.

The first reported incident occurred
three weeks ago when an unidentified
male caller who said he represented the
"National Credit Card Insurance
Company" contacted a student.
The caHef was promoting a
seven-year protection plan which he
said could only be purchased with a
credit card over the phone.
In the second incident, an
unidentified male caller who said he
represented First National Bank
requested a student's credit card number

last week. The caller said he needed the
credit card number so the bank could
update its records.
Another student was contacted Feb.
12 by a caller who said he represented
American Express.
The caller told the student the
company was sending out new credit
cards and needed the student's old
number.
Credit card fraud has become a major
See CREDIT page 2 >•

Quick tans can be dangerous, doctor says
By Joe Kornik
staff writer

Although they're a favorite with JMU students as
Spring Break approaches, quick and easy tans at
tanning salons can be dangerous, experts say.
"There is no such thing as a safe tan, nowever you
get it," said Dr. Christopher Sheap, a dermatologist
and chairman of public education for the local unit
of the American Cancer Society.
"Tan skin is your skin's reaction to being damaged
by the sun," Sheap said. "There is nothing healthy
about it."
But there is a difference between the two types of
radiation — ultraviolet A and ultraviolet B — that
are now used in salons.
UVA replaced UVB in tanning booths when it was
found that UVA is less likely to cause sunburn.
Most area salons use UVA lamps.
Beulah Long, manager of Horizon Sure Tan, has
both UVA and L'VB rays, and feels each has its
advantages. "UVA can penetrate deeper layers of the
skin and oxidize melanin. UVB stops at your skin's
outer layer and gives you a base tan with longerlasting color.
"I feel they are safe," Long said. "I have been here
10 years and I have never had any problems or
complaints."
Kendra Senger, manager of Easy Tan, just uses
UVA light and is confident about its safety. "As of
today, with the depletion of the ozone layer, it is
actually safer than the sun. However, we don't know
the ill effects it may have 50 years from now."
But recent studies show that the effects of UVA
radiation may be even more serious than those of
UVB radiation.
Recent United States Food and Drug
Administration studies show that UVA radiation can
cause skin cell mutations that can result in skin

Healthy glow?

Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

The dangers of tanning — artificial and natural — are still being debated
by health experts and tanning salon operators.

cancer. The most serious of these cancers is
malignant melanoma, which shows up in 22,000
new cases each year.
"If you use the UVA light for just a short period
of lime, your chances of acquiring malignant
melanoma increase by three," Sheap said. "If you
use it for a longer period of about five years, you are
nine times more susceptible to malignant
melanoma."
But the danger of skin cancer is not limited to
UVA rays or even to artificial tanning. "Every
severe sunburn you get before the age of 20 doubles
your chances of melanoma," Sheap said.
Melanoma accounts for a little more than 5

percent of all skin cancers, but it accounts for
almost 73 percent of the deaths caused by all skin
cancers.
In addition to the cancer dangers, UVA radiation
can destroy skin cells and cause premature aging.
"The UVA light ages your skin," Sheap said.
"Ninety percent of all changes to the skin are due to
the sun, not to natural aging."
UVA radiation also makes you more vulnerable to
the sun's natural rays once you are exposed to them.
"You are more likely to get a quicker, more severe
See TANNING page 2 >>
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Catching some rays

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

Sophomores Jassen Bury (left) and Will Young, taking advantage of a warm February day, lie out on the wing of the airplane at
Purcell Park.

Tanning
> (Continued from page 1)

burn out in the sun after tanning in the
UVA radiation," Sheap said.
UVA rays can also cause cataracts,
which is why all area tanning salons
require that protective eye gear be
worn.
Although studies point out the
dangers of artificial tanning, Sheap said
he hasn't treated many people for skin
problems caused by tanning booths.
"I have had a few people in here with
skin problems because of artificial
tanning," he said. "Most people just
complain of burns, itching and
irritation caused by sun lamps."
I

Although students are aware of the
dangers of artificial tanning, some just
can't stay away.
Freshman Ellen Robinson said, "I've
used them in the past. Last year I went
to one because I wanted to look tan for
my senior prom.
"This year I just want to look good
when I go home for Spring Break,"
Robinson said. "Being in college
doesn't give you much chance to work
on your tan."
Senior Donna Rosato said, "I can't
see doing something that should take a
few weeks in a half an hour."
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Credit
> (Continued from page 1)
concern of Virginia's General
Assembly, which is working on a bill
that would prohibit merchants from
requesUng credit card numbers as a
second means of identification.
Musicland, a store in Valley Mall,
has already stopped using credit card
numbers to confirm customer
identifications.
Baker said the bill is a good idea.
"Businesses should only need to see
the customer's name on the credit card
in order to identify them," he said.
"When a business takes someone's
credit card number, there's no telling
how many people will see that number
afterwards — store employees, bank
employees, etc.
"It is important for students to
realize the type of information they are
giving out," Baker said. "Students
must not expose their credit card
number to people who don't have the
authority to have it."
Students who lose their credit cards
and don't report the loss immediately

also can contribute to fraud, Baker said.
The cards sometimes are used for
purchases by someone else.
In December, a JMU student lost her
credit card and didn't report it missing
for 60 days.
After she reported it missing, she
found that the card had a total of
$1,400 in purchases she did not make.
Most credit companies will hold the
card owner responsible for charges
made by someone else unless the card
is reported stolen or missing within a
period of time specified under the credit
agreement.
According to the June 1988 issue of
Bankers Monthly, the United States
Secret Service estimates a total of
$59.4 million was lost due to credit
card scams in 1987 alone — more than
the amount lost that year in armed
robberies.
Counterfeit cards had been the
leading cause of fraud, but the
increasing use of holograms has made
counterfeiting almost impossible,
Bankers Monthly reported.
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Concerned about paying
tuition bills next year?
Attend the financial aid workshops
being held in dorms this week.
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Students say they'll miss life at HoJo's
By Vasha Hunt
staff writer
After more lhan a decade of use,
JMU is moving out of Howard
Johnson's, and students have mixed
reactions about leaving.
JMU decided to stop leasing space in
Howard Johnson's after Rocking ham
Memorial Hospital — which leases
Wine-Price Hall to JMU — raised the
rent on Wine-Price.
JMU had to stop using one of the
two spaces and chose to stop leasing
Howard Johnson's because Wine-Price
is closer to campus, Vice President of
Finance I .in wood Rose said.
But Angela Coleman, a freshman and
a Howard Johnson's resident, said, "If I
had a choice between Howard
Johnson's and Wine-Price, I'd want to
live at Howard Johnson's."
Freshman Melanie Byrd, a Howard
Johnson's Student Government
Association senator, said "HoJo's is
JMU personified."
Students are concerned that
on-campus housing may be more
crowded after the students now living
at Howard Johnson's are forced to
move on campus.
About 160 students are housed at
Howard Johnson's. And the freshman
class will increase from 1,800 to 2,000
next year, said Vice President of
Student Affairs Robert Scott.
About 360 more freshmen will be
housed on campus next year.
Howard Johnson's resident David
Backus, a freshman, said, "It doesn't
make sense [to increase class size to
2,000] when they could cut back to
1,700 to make up for HoJo's."
But James McConnel, associate

Staff photo by VASHA HUNT
Leaving home: Lisa Butler, Melanie Byrd, Rhonda Brown and Rosslyn
Byrd relax in a HoJo's room. After more than a decade of use, JMU
students will not live in the hotel next year.
director of the Office of Residence Life,
said JMU is encouraging current JMU
students to move off campus to make
room for incoming freshmen.
"We're planning on concentrating on
students here, making sure they're
aware of outside opportunities,"
McConnel said. "There's no
cocrccment [to move off campus]. We
want to help them make an intelligent
decision."
But Weaver Hall resident Mark
Holland, a sophomore, said, "I think if
they say they can provide housing for

four years then they should build
housing or find some other way to
provide it."
Coleman said, "One of the reasons I
came [to JMU] is that I was guaranteed
four-year housing. It was something
most places couldn't offer. I feel like
they're going back on their promise."
The number of freshmen who will be
moving on campus next year is not as
large as it sounds, McConnel said.
Based on a three-year average of
returning students who apply for
on-campus housing, "this year there

may be 30 to 40 people left without
on-campus housing at the end of the
spring sign-up," he said.
"We will deal with this by assigning
the students to a waiting list,"
McConnel said.
Using those averages, the Office of
Residence Life has predicted that about ,
100 students who sign up for
on-campus housing will not return for
the fall semester.
As those slots open up during the
summer, students on the waiting list
would be offered the vacancies.
The JMU administration and the
Office of Residence Life decided to stop
leasing space in Howard Johnson's a
few days before it was announced at the
Feb. 6 Student Government
Association meeting.
The lease on Howard Johnson's is
roughly $325,000 per year, and runs
from July 1 through June 30 of each
year.
But McConnel said using Howard
Johnson's also has some additional
costs which contributed to the decision
to stop leasing it.
The costs include "storage of
furniture during the summer months,
professional movers, refurbishing costs
and busing," McConnel said. "This can
add anywhere from $100,000 to
$150,000 per year to the total cost of
using HoJo's."
Rose said JMU "is proposing a
three-year extension" of its lease on
Wine-Price.
The lease originally was scheduled to
end this year.
Rose said JMU wants to lease
Wine-Price for about $300,000 a year,
$100,000 less than the total cost of
using Howard Johnson's.

JMU participating in substance abuse survey
By Robyn Williams
staff writer
JMU is participating in a state survey of the abuse
of alcohol and other drugs on college campuses.
The survey is designed to identify trends of
substance abuse in college students, according to
Donna Harper, director of the JMU Health Center. It
is sponsored by the Institute of Substance Abuse at
the University of Virginia.
JMU and "all the senior public institutions in the
Commonwealth of Virginia" are participating in the
survey, she said.
"Hopefully, students will recogonize that filling
this out is to their advantage, because what will be
determined is what the level of [drug] use, abuse,
awareness and education are," Harper said. "Then
new and better things, like expanded programs, can
be done based on what the results are."

The results of the state survey probably will not
be available until the end of this semester or the
beginning of summer.
About 10 percent of each class at every school was
randomly selected to participate, Harper said. About
900 surveys were sent to JMU students last week.
Each school determined its own distribution
service, and JMU decided to mail the surveys to
ensure equal representation. Harper said.
The surveys were packaged in large manila
envelopes that had to be picked up at the campus
post office. Students waiting for surveys contributed
to long lines that formed in the Warren Campus
Center, but timing was a concern to the
participating schools.
"We wanted to get the surveys out and back from
the students before Spring Break," Harper said.
Surveys were to be returned by Feb. 16 to Dr.

Teresa Gonzalez, associate vice president of student
affairs.
A 35 percent return rate is expected. Harper said.
The honesty of a survey respondent's answers is
sometimes questioned, but the survey's organizers
have taken measures to ensure confidentiality and
encourage honest responses. Harper said.
"The concern is not with the individual response
but with these 900 people as being representative of
the JMU student body," she said.
After the survey results are compiled, the
information will be shared with the participating
schools, Harper said. "What the results will do is
[show] if JMU is on track and focusing on the
appropriate areas or if there are other areas that
should be expanded.
*
See SURVEY page 5 >
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Cancer center to open two months late
By Tina Casagrande
staff writer
Rockingham Memorial Hospital's new cancer center
is scheduled to open in May — about two months
behind schedule after heavy rains last fall delayed
construction.
According to Lou Emswiler, the center's
administrative director, the hospital had planned to
open the center in early or mid-March.
The center will provide cancer patients with
radiation treatments and chemotherapy drug
treatments. Surgery, a third option for treating cancer
patients, still will be performed at the hospital.
Currently, area cancer patients must travel to the
University of Virginia Hospital in Charlottesville for
radiation treatment.
The treatments are usually needed five days a week
for five to six weeks, Emswiler said.
Chemotherapy treatment already is available at
RMH, but only on a part-time basis — two UVa
doctors travel to RMH one day a week to evaluate
new patients.
The first floor of the center is set up for cancer
patients. Use of the second floor has not been decided.
The third and fourth floors will house some RMH
outpatient services like X-rays and lab work. A large
conference room on the fourth floor will
accommodate hospital staff meetings.
The center's floor plan includes a large room on the
first floor with two radiation therapy beds. This room
is enclosed by 8-foot-thick cement walls to prevent
the radiation from escaping.
The radiation treatment is performed by a linear
accelerator machine, which the hospital recently

Staff photo by CHRIS HAWS
RMH's new cancer center will provide radiation therapy and chemotherapy to area cancer
patients. Previously, patients had to go to UVa for treatment.
bought for more than $1 million.
Patients needing chemotherapy will be treated in a
room on the opposite side of the center.
On March 5, RMH will open an Ambulatory
Surgery Center for outpatient surgery.
About 65 percent of RMH's total surgery — or an
estimated 9,000 cases — will be done through the
ASC this year, said Norma Barb, nurse manager for
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RMH and a major planner for the ASC.
The ASC, located adjacent to the operating room,
has a laser room for eye surgery and patient areas with
a television and radio for each patient. The ASC is
striving to present a "home-like atmosphere," Barb
said.
The average length of stay for outpatient surgery
will be three to four hours.

* 1985 GRAMMY AWARD FOR BEST BLUES ALBUM

John Hammond
When JOHN HAMMOND gets on stage, all by himself
and starts stomping his foot and raising holy hell, he
delivers the blues with all their authenticity vitality,
tension and tenderness, simplicity and profundity intact.
Tony Lioce, The Providence Journal Bulletin
JOHN HAMMOND is one of the best blues singers and
players in America today... with soulful, frenetic slide
work and aching, right-on target vocals.
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Out-of-state students are
necessary, faculty says

By Dana Patterson
court reporter

but that it's not worthwhile to have
faculty senate reporter
them come from Maryland."
The number of out-of-state students at
Geier also said he disagreed with
JMU should not decrease, faculty
what he saw as the commission's view
senators said Thursday.
of global awareness. He said the United
They were responding to a letter the
States is becoming "more and more
state's Commission on the University
interdependent, and in fact dependent,
of the 21st Century sent to Virginia
on global economy, global cultures
Gov. L*. Douglas Wilder. The letter
and so forth as a basis for our future
proposed that Virginia's universities
growth."
should limit the number of out-of state
"We're still working on the
students they accept.
philosophy that everybody wants to be
One senator said, "Some of my ...
American, and that if you produce
best students come from out of state,
American, everybody in the rest of the
and they are the motivators of other
world is going to buy it," Geier said.
students in my classes.''
It is apparent that this philosophy is
He added that out-of-state students
inaccurate, he said. American students
often must work harder to get into
need to be taught America's place in
Virginia universities and are usually
global culture, including how other
"superior students."
countries view the United States and
Dr. Clarence Geier, speaker of the
its role is in the world society and
faculty senate, said, "I can't imagine
economy.
how we can begin to become globally
Students must learn about the impact
aware if we as a society of educated
of other cultures, international trends
people are not even aware of the
diversity that exists within our own and events and how they can benefit
the United States, Geier said.
nation."
The senate's concerns about the
Another senator said, "It seems to
me that there is a certain irony in commission's report will be
agreeing that it's worthwhile to pay the summarized and sent to Gov. Wilder
money to fly somebody in from Caircy' I and other state officials.
By Drew Hansen

The following cases were heard in
the Rockingham County General
District Court:
• Student Craig Roy Jennings,
charged on Jan. 21 with driving
under the influence, was found
guilty at a Feb. 12 hearing and
ordered to pay $290 in fines and
court costs.
He had a blood alcohol level of. 14
at the time of his arrest.
Jennings' charge was reported in
the Jan.* 25 Policelog.
• Non-student Allen Scott
Totherow, charged with being drunk
in public on Feb. 4, was found guilty
at a Feb. 13 hearing. Totherow did
not attend the hearing, but was

Survey

► (Continued from page 3)

"It will be up to each institution to
decide what they want to do with the
information," Harper said.
It is too early to decide any specific
plans for JMU, but campus substance
abuse programs will continue,
regardless of the survey results. Harper
said.
"These programs try to raise the

Take a Walk on the
Right Side

ordered to pay $35 in fines and
court costs.
His charge was reported in the
Feb. 8 Policelog.
,
• A driving under the influence
charge made Jan. 24 against
non-student Rhonda May Hatter
was dismissed at a Feb. 15 hearing.
Hatter's charge was reported in
the Feb. 1 Policelog.
• Non-student Daniel Alexander
Joelson was charged with being
drunk in public and with possession
of a fictitious operator's license on
Jan. 20, but his case was not
processed at a Feb. 15 hearing.
He probably will not face another
trial.
Joelson's charges were reported
in the Jan. 25 Policelog.

students' awareness of substance use
and abuse, to have students look at
themselves and their own values, and
to make appropriate decisions based on
that."
JMU has never conducted its own
survey into drug use on this campus.
JMU's Continuing Student Survey,
which is completed by some students
each year, has a few substance abuse
questions. Harper said.

(Units STILL
Available!)

Only a short walk to campus, with NO hills to climb or interstate to cross.

Olde Mill Village offers:
•
•
•
•

furnished 4 bedroom apartments
2 full bathrooms
full-size washer & dryer in large utility room
microwave, dishwasher, ice-maker

•
•
•
•

spacious living area
deadbolts & door viewers
basketball court & sunbathing areas
plenty of lighted parking area

Berkeley fifing;

ENTER TO WIN
ONE YEARS

Realty. Inc. of Harrisonburg \ I

FREE RENT

II and Gardens®

434-1876
1373 S. Main St.
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Comet Austin

Newest light in night sky has
possibility of being brightest

By Mark Lundahl
and Chet Lunner
Gannett News Service

A comet discovered just two
months ago has astronomers
buzzing about its potential to
light up the night sky in one of
the most spectacular displays in
25 years.
Hopeful but wary astronomers,
burned by the fizzle of Halley's
Comet and the infamous Comet
Kohoutek, aren't promising
anything of Comet Austin.
"It could be brighter than the
brightest star. It could be a bust,"
said Art Johnson, director of
Fleischmann Planetarium in
Reno, Nev.
"It certainly continues to show
signs that it's going to be a real
winner," said Hal Weaver, a comet
expert at the Hubble Space
Telescope Institute in Baltimore.
"If this comet is as bright as we
expect it to be ... it will
probably be about six times
brighter than Comet Halley at its
brightest."
Comet Austin, discovered in
New Zealand Dec. 6 by amateur
astronomer Rodney Austin, is
approaching from above the plane
of the planets' orbits. Its predicted
trajectory brings it dramatically
close to the sun and Earth, a
position that would greatly

enhance visibility to the naked eye
in April and May.
Johnson said astronomers are
excited because this dusty
snowball is significantly brighter
than the average comet — but
they are afraid to guess at just how
bright it will become.

"Here's really
an opportunity
to see right
down to the
surface of the
nucleus at a
level of detail
that we've
never been
able to do
except with
Comet Halley."
— Hal Weaver
"Privately, we're all very
excited. But a lot of us remember
the
embarrassment over
Kohoutek."
Kohoutek was billed as the

comet of the century and some
predicted it would be 100 times
brighter than the sky's brightest
star when astronomers saw it
approaching in fall 1973.
Then it fizzled.
The problem with Kohoutek,
Johnson said, is that astronomers
overestimated the amount of
frozen, dusty material that lights
up a comet when it bathes in the
sun's rays. Some experts also
theorize that the brighter material
may be worn away by the sun as
comets pass too close.
Johnson said astronomers should
get a better idea about Comet
Austin in two or three weeks. "If
it's dusty then it will likely be
more spectacular."
Astronomers may get a real treat
if the space shuttle delivers the
giant Hubble Space Telescope into
orbit in time. Its long-delayed
launch is now scheduled for early
April aboard a space shuttle.
"Here's really an opportunity to
see right down to the surface of
the nucleus at a level of detail that
we've never been able to do except
with Comet Halley," Weaver said.
Unlike periodic comets, like
Halley, which make regular visits
past Earth, Comet Austin will
make only one pass.
After that. Weaver said, "It's lost
to interstellar space."

Gannett News Service

Pop, pop. Snap, snap. Oh, what a
relief it is.
Neurotic sorts who love to burst the
bubbles in plastic packing wrap have
been discovered by the marketplace.
Pop Therapy — available in gift
shops and pharmacies for about $2.95
— contains four-3 1/4-square-inch
pieces of bubble wrap and comes
complete with instructions:
"Push down going from left to right,
forcing the air to swell up on the right

side. And then pop! Aaahh." Pressing
from the top down results in "a
squelched pop."
Whose bright idea was this, anyway?
"We import most of our goods from
the Far East, and every item is wrapped
in it," said Jennifer Monson of Russ
Bcrric and Co., an Oakland, N.J.,
novelty firm. "All of us Type-A
people would sit around the office
popping it It made sense to sell it."
"Every once in a while someone
comes in and buys the wrap just to
pop it," said Sandra Perry, manager of
the Moving Center, Arlington, Va.

By Pat Ordovensky
Gannett News Service

Only one student in six at "four-year
colleges" graduates in four years, said a
survey out Tuesday.
The survey is based on a government
study tracking 28,000 college students
who graduated from high school in
1980. It shows that only 15.5 percent
graduated from-college in four years;
after six years, 40.7 percent had a
degree and 15 percent were still in
school pursuing one.

The debt burden
from loans used
to pay for college
causes some to
drop out for a few
years, then
return.

"Who hasn't done it?" he said, adding
that popping provides a sensual
pleasure as well. "It just feels nice.
"Anything that gets one's mind off
serious problems is rewarding. People
love distractions. It beats reality."

"This clearly indicates that a
four-year undergraduate career is not a
viable expectation," said Oscar Porter,
who conducted the survey for the
National Institute of Independent
Colleges and Universities.
"I'm somewhat surprised by the low
numbers," Porter said.
Students at private colleges, the
survey shows, are more likely to
graduate in four or six years than their
public school counterparts. Whites and
Asian-Americans have far higher
graduation rates than blacks and
Hispanics.
Students from higher-income
families graduate at a higher rate than
their poorer colleagues.
Some reasons. Porter said, for
students taking longer to earn a degree:
• The debt burden from loans used to
pay for college causes some to drop
out for a few years, then return.
• Some carry lighter course loads —
12 hours instead of 15 or 18 — to get
better grades for graduate school
applications.
• Some change majors after two or
three years.

Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network

Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network

Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network

Selling plastic bubble wrap to pop
is most recent commercial venture
By Susan Wloszczyna

Students are
not capable
of graduating
in four years,
survey says

Bubble-popping is a basically
harmless diversion, said Arnold
Lazarus, a Princeton, N.J., clinical
psychologist and expert on compulsive
behavior.

■■
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In their Commons apartments fully-equipped kitchen with
microwave, they whipped up some winners. Then Sara met her
match in a teriyaki-blackened Twinkie pizza.
Living off-campus means freedom
and independence from dorm life
and food!
Even if you can't boil water, you'll still love the micro
wave ovens that come in
every new Commons Apartment. With four bedrooms,
patios and balconies, wall-towall carpeting, a microwave
oven, washer/dryer and a

cable TV hook-up in each place,
The Commons Apartments are
renting fast.
Get cooking.
Call The Commons at
432-0600 and get
off-campus this Fall.

869 Port Republic Road

£>
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Making VMI private best option
Virginia Military Institute must begin accepting
women cadets or face a federal lawsuit. If women are
not admitted, and if the United States Justice
Department carries through on its threat to sue VMI,
an embarrassing circus will begin.
Since a woman was denied entry into VMI in 1989,
the question of equal rights in education has risen
again. And under the guise of "keeping tradition" and
maintaining a 151-year-old status quo, VMTs
anti-women cadet alumni and supporters could be
Fighting a losing battle.
The alumni who adamantly opposed the admission
of women "cadettes" had vowed to buy the school,
make it private and retain its time-honored traditions.
But now those alumni realize that, although they have
one of the strongest bases of support from their fellow
graduates, they simply can't afford the price tag.
That's too bad, because making the school private
would be their best option. As a private school for
men, VMI would join many of the state's private
schools for women. And, as a private school, VMI

would lose most of its state funding and no longer need to
defend itself against the state's angry taxpayers who
demand that women cadets be educated along with the
men.
Those taxpayers have the biggest, fairest gripe of all.
Why should their tax dollars be used to fund an institution
which, by its very nature,would discriminate against more
than half of the population? More to the point, we can't
imagine that any tax-paying female with a daughter who
wanted to go to VMI would not be angry about a policy
that would keep her daughter out simply because of her
sex.
There are other circumstances to consider, too. What if,
for instance, past generations of a man's Family had
attended VMI, and he looked forward to the day when his
son could attend, yet he only had daughters . . . one of
whom wanted to attend VMI?
Women can follow the "honor above selF' mandate as
well as men. The alumni should make the school private,
and then, if they want, they can continue to ignore all the
talent and leadership they are shutting out.

Budget woes cause JMU woes
Virginia is suffering from a recession. There has
been a drop in state revenues, and the state government
has had to make budget cuts to deal with this lack of
incoming money. Virginia is also operating under an
estimated $1 billion budget deficit The recession and
the deficit have caused the governor to cut the
proposed budgets of all state colleges and universities
— including JMU.
JMU received about $8.5 million less than it
requested for the 1990-91 school year. Last year, JMU
received $34 million from the stale. This year JMU has
been allotted about $32.5 million of a requested $41
million — $1.3 million of that money was requested
for the proposed College of Applied Science and
Advanced Technology and only $75,000 was allocated
One good bit of news is that financial aid was not
cut, but it was not increased either.
Slate college presidents have banded together to
fight for more money. Every one of those presidents,
including Dr. Carrier, should be commended for his
efforts. The presidents are working together for the

continued quality of higher education in Virginia.
Let's face it, JMU cannot operate unless it has money.
If more money is not allocated by the state, JMU will
not be able to hire any new people. Plans for the library,
the new recreation center and the proposed technology
school will have to be put off until later because there
simply is not money available for these projects unless
the state approves more funds. The library is already not
up to par or up to date — a major flaw in the quality of
our education. The recreation facilities are overcrowded
at all but the most inconvenient times, and classrooms
seem to be more crowded each semester. The new tech
school would bring JMU into the forefront of education
— and would provide die state with more skilled
college graduates.
Higher education cuts took care of 43 percent of the
revenue shortfall in the state while higher education
only accounts for 16 percent of the total state budget.
Why is the state so willing to let higher education go
down the tubes? Virginia has an excellent higher
education system. Let's not ruin it.

To the editor:
The Grinch is alive and well and living here in Virginia
. — right on our own doorstep. My Valentines Day was
utterly crushed by this Grinch. a.k.a. Stonebrook
Country Store. "
The tragic tale goes something like this: The innocent
inhabitants of Harrisonburg were all getting ready for
Valentines Day. One couple in particular was looking
forward to this day with special enthusiasm. These were,
let's call them the As. This young couple was married for
just over a year and had a bouncing babe crawling around
trashing all their homework. You see, they were also
full-time students at a prestigious local institution of
higher learning. The young man had been scraping
together his funds for months . . . days . . . OK hours to
get enough to buy his young wife a bouquet of thorny red
plant-like things, as is the custom of these parts. He
called the Grinch's workshop and ordered his gift,
carefully specifying when it should or could be delivered.
Valentines Day came and went, with no bouquet. Then
on Valentines evening, well after the 6 o'clock news had
ended, he called the workshop (for the third time) and was
told that the driver, probably that little dog with antlers.
had left over an hour ago. Besides, what did he expect the
Grinch to do about it anyway? Who was he that he
expected his order at all, much less on time? I mean come
on, it was Valentines Day.
This time Valentines Day was ruined by the Grinch,
who never changed his ways. The man was made to look
like a donkey's rear end and his loving wife had no gift
The moral of this tale is: JMU folks, don't shop at the
store with the Valentines Day attitude problem,
Stonebrook Country Store, or you might end up sleeping
on the floor like our story's luckless hero.
Dennis Albertson
Junior
history

Library lacks essential materials
needed for conducting research
To the editor:
We have all read enough about Lefty, toilet paper
debates and the SGA's petty, personal arguments. It's
time to discuss an issue which is relevant to our student
body as well as the faculty — Carrier Library.
In order to achieve Dr. Carrier's goal of becoming the
best liberal arts university in the country, we must have
the basic essentials to any education — books. Before
looking to expand our campus any further, why not first
improve what already exists? It's embarrassing to admit
that many of my professors have referred to Carrier
Library as being second-rate and inadequate, and have
advised me to conduct research elsewhere.
Perhaps after the flower-planting season is over .there
will be a few dollars left in the budget to buy some of the
necessary research materials for the library . . . then
again, another pedestrian walkway sure would make our
school look like a quality liberal arts university.
By the way. Dr. Carrier, may I borrow your car this
weekend? I have to drive to UVa to write a term paper.
Glen Holley
senior
history
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SGA, Financial Aid Office offer
three aid workshops on campus

To the editor:
Recent issues of The Breeze have addressed the various
trials and tribulations associated with financial aid. The
SGA Financial Aid Advisory Committee's primary
function is to ensure students' awareness of applying for
financial aid.
The Financial Aid Advisory Committee and the
Financial Aid Office have scheduled three workshops this
week to give students the opportunity to ask questions of
the staff of the Financial Aid Office.
The deadline for applications to return to James
Madison University from the College Scholarship
Service is Monday, March 19, so it is imperative that
applications be mailed by the end of this week — Friday,
Feb. 23! This way the data requested on the Financial Aid
Forms will return to JMU on or before the final deadline,
March 19.
Be aware that the Financial Aid Office can make
exceptions to the criteria under special conditions and if
given sufficient notice. All of these issues and more will
be covered in each of the workshops. So, if you have
never applied for financial aid and/or just have some
questions, bring your questions to any one of the three
workshops. Finally, it would be a good idea for you to
pick up a copy of the Financial Aid Form from the
Financial Aid Office and look it over in preparation for
the workshops.
Monday — 2/19 — Hoffman Hall — 7 p.m.
Tuesday — 2/20 — Fredrickson Hall — 7 p.m.
Wednesday — 2/21 — Hillside Hall — 7 p.m.
3/3 — 3/11 — Spring Break
Monday — 3/19 — THE deadline
All meetings are being held in the TV lounges of these
residence halls.
Mark Chernlsky
Sean Bates
SGA Financial Aid Advisory Committee

Show 'Burg that we are not just
'beer-drinking, spoiled rich kids

'Together' is a group of students
working for 'world free of racism'

To the editor:
In an economy based on the mass consumption of such
luxuries as VCRs, compact disks and designer clothes,
the plight of those unable to pay for one of the most
basic of human needs — shelter — should be a major
concern to us all. I am referring to the issue brought out
by April Hefnjr in the article "Homeless Shelter in
Financial Jeopardy" from the Feb. 8 Breeze.
In today's society, the homeless tend to be viewed as
dirty, lazy and worthless — a real burden to a modern
economy. But the new homeless in America actually
includes many young, unemployed or under employed
college graduates. That's right, folks, that's you and me.
Where do you think you will turn for help if you end up
living in a cardboard box on a street corner?
For the four or five years that most of us will spend at
JMU, Harrisonburg is our community. This is our home,
and we have a responsibility to it. That responsibility
does not end with our campus, but extends into the
community of Harrisonburg itself.
It's time for JMU students to stand up and show
Harrisonburg that we arc more than just beer-drinking,
fast-driving, spoiled rich kids, as many of the "townies"
like to characterize us.
All it takes is a dollar or two and a small amount of
time to mail a check to show Harrisonburg that we care
about this community and the welfare of its citizens.
Please consider sending a check to the Star Gables trust
fund and show Harrisonburg what a JMU student really is.
The address of the trust fund is Investors Saving Bank,
1880 E. Market Street, Suite A, Harrisonburg, VA
22801. Checks must be made out to the Baptist Student
Union, which is handling the account
Linda Finch
"»
Junior
education/social work
77 other signatures

To the editor:
Evolution is a process in which movement proceeds
from a prior, less efficient stage to a more effective form.
This gave birth Together. Where existed a coarse
interaction of America's ethnic fabric, we hope to weave
a beautiful American quilt. Together is a movement of
students committed to forming a world free of racism and
prejudice. It is a movement advocating the equality of
human beings, enhanced by the awareness and
appreciation of each individual's cultural and racial
differences.
Together does not promote a melting pot in which
races lose their identities instead it promotes
understanding and respect of those qualities which make
each person unique. Together holds meetings to allow
communication, plans events to expand cultural
experience, and joins and aids other groups in their
pursuit of race consciousness.
Together is a way and a hope for the dreams and
visions of the already faded American ideal fhat "All men
are created equal." Together is an avenue for the races to
meet on common ground and share the varied beliefs in a
productive manner. Together is the push to begin the
wheels of action on their journey. We not only speak,
but act. We not only look, but see. We do not just hear,
but listen.
Together does not come from desperation, but from
inspiration; not from fearing, but caring. Together is not
for isolation, but cooperation. When all is said and done.
Together is for the little children who have yet to be fed
the hatred. Together is trying to save them from the
pain.
Our next meeting is Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. in Blackwell
Auditorium.
Hudson Davis
Junior
art/graphic design

FEATURES OFFERED AT
HUNTERS RIDGE...
•Easy walking distance to campus
•JMU bus service every 15 minutes
•Convenience to shopping
•On-site property management
•On-site security
•Monthly cleaning service
•Completely equipped kitchen including:
microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator, with
icemaker, and range
•Washer/Dryer in each unit
•Private decks or patios
•Custom blinds at all windows
•Plush carpeting
•Furnished and unfurnished units
•Basketball and sand volleyball courts.

COMB BY OUR OFFICE TODAY TO ENSURE A PLACE TO LIVE NEXT YEAR IN
THE MOST POPULAR STUDENT HOUSING COMMUNITY IN HARRISONBURG
AND TO REGISTER FOR BI-MONTHLY GIVEAWAYS, (PRIZES INCLUDE COMPACT
DISC PLATER, SONT WALKMAN, BICTCLE AND MORE.) b

CONGRATULATIONS to our Bahama Vacation winners!
* Jennifer Dwyer • Eileen Purdy • Melisa Riorden • Catherine Scarbrough*
HUNTERS RIDGE MANAGEMENT « 715 Port Republic Rd. » Harrisonburg, VA 22801 » (703) 434-5150
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Pretend you're an SGA
senator and play...

A (LAG®

To ploy, flip a coin. If it lands on heads, move ahead one. If it's tails,
move ahead two. If you enter a 'Cycle', move only once for each
turn until you exit.

ATTEND
EVERY TUES.
NIGHTSENATE
MEETING AND
TAKE NOTES
(Move ahead 2)
SUPPORT A
BILL
REQUIRING
SENATORIAL
ELECTIONS
FOR BOTH
SEMESTERS
(Move ahead 1)
LEAVE A
SENATE
MEETING
EARLY
(Lose a rum)

SUPPORT A
BILL
REQUIRING
SENATORS TO
DISTRIBUTE
WEEKLY
REPORTS
Enter "Cycle of
Participation"

DO NOTHING
FOR THE
STUDENTS
BUT PRETEND
YOU'RE
POWERFUL (Enter
"Bottomless Pit of
Untapped Ideas")

gang
VISIT ALL THE
STUDENTS IN
YOUR DORM
AND DISCUSS
THE BEST WAY
TO SPEND
STUDENT FEES
(Move ahead 1)

ASK THE
SGA Leadership
TO EXAMINE
PRODUCTIVE
SGAs at other
UNIVERSITIES.
(Move ahead 1)

NO ONE ATTENDS
HALL COUNCIL
MEETINGS. ASSUME
STUDENTS DONT
CARE (Enter "Cycle of
Apathy")
PLACE A
Suggestion Box
OUTSIDE
YOUR DOOR,
AND POST THE
TIMES YOU'RE
AVAILABLE
(Move ahead 2)
SUPPORT A
"Bill of Opinion"
WITHOUT
CONSULTING
YOUR
Constituents
(Move back 1)

°^¥^

SUGGEST
DIVIDING H'BURG
AMONG
COMMUTER
SENATORS FOR
ACCURATE
COMMUTER
REPRESENTATION
(Take an extra turn)
SECRETLY
CAMPAIGN
FOR SGA V.P.
WHEN IT'S
ONLY
JANUARY
(Move back 2)

GOOD WORK!
NOW YOU
CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.

I

Created by guest columnist Alex Pedersen
Graphics by Stephen Rountree
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CUP AND SAVE

Finish.
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3WV-FM Charlottesville and PLAN 9 RECORDS welcome in concert
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JESUS

&MARY

Orientation
Assistants

Tickets available at
Town & Campus Records

February 28,1990
Trax • Charlottesville
ntff4 tAtrfftf fn04ft

$12.00/Advance $i5.0O'Oay Of Show
18 & Up Admitted w/ ID
Doors Open 9:00 pm
120 11th St NW 295-TRAX

Applications are now available for
Orientation Assistants in the following
locations: Alumnae Hall 102 and Chandler
Hall 133 (Lake Area Office)
Application Deadline: Friday, March 2, 1990
All applications should be returned to the
Lake Area Office in Chandler Hall Rm. 133

Rockineham Memorial Has A
Gift YouWon't HaveTo Return.
If you are I nursing or allied health student, graduating in "91 or '92, RMH
has a gift for you—the opportunity to enroll in our Scholarship-Work
Program.
You may qualify for up to $6,000 in tuition assistance. And, when you
finish your education, there will be a position waiting for you. Best of all,
when you work for RMH for a specified period of time, your scholarship is
paid back.
To leam more about RMH s Scholarship-Work Program, call us today at
(703) 433-4106 or send the coupon below.

BUCKINGHAM
MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL
■ Send to Diane Mullins. Kockins>hjni Mi-niori.il
■ Hnsoiul 2*S( .inlnllAw lljrns.>iilHir)(.\A22KIII

I Name

I

:

| Address

ii

i__

»

I Iclcphonc ____
| School
. Aniicipuicd date »l graduation

Vholirships.iv„il;ihk-lor RipM^^
I hirapisls. Physical Therapy Assistants. ((mipattonal I hcrupisK Ua.liulnKii..l kclin<>li>vJsts, RcjdstMVd Ki-spir.it. >r\ Therapists.
< criiliccl l<V.pira|or\ Tlurapx liihniciaitv Medical 'k'«.'hn<>l<iuisis..iiKl Kcuisurcil I'hann.icists

Qlhe "Entertainment PeopCe
Upcoming Events
•Thursday, Feb. 22: SPRING BREAK FASHION SHOW - J Maddies,
7 p,m.$2 donation for Mercy House appreciated. Co-sponsored
with Fashion Merchandising Club.
•Friday, Feb. 23: JOE CLARK - His story portrayed in the movie:
Lean On Me. $2/student $5 w/out ID. Tickets go on sale today
at UBP ticket window.
•Tuesday, Feb. 27: THE LAST TEMPTATION OF CHRIST - 7:00 p.m.
showing of the film, followed by a panel discussion concerning
views about the film.
•Saturday, April 14: BULLETS vs. BULLS - $30 chartered bus.
Leave 4 p.m. Return 1 a.m. Call UPB office for more info.

Movies of the Week
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 20 & 21: Uncle Buck 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $1.50 w/ID $2 w/out
Thursday, Feb. 22: The Breakfast Club 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $ 1.50 w/ID $2 w/out
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 23 & 24: A Dry White Season 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $1.50 w/ID $2 w/out
Sunday, Feb. 25: Some Like It Hot 7:00 p.m. G/S FREE.

Special Announcements
EU tickets on sale February 20th in UPB box office.
$ 10.00 with JMU ID. $ 12.50 General Public and day of show.
General Admission arena and floor. Floor seating tickets limited.

CALL THE UPB HOTLINE x6504

0O*D
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ARTS
'Sunshine' sets romance in mountains
Trees and flowers intertwine over the stage
while light, lilting music floats through the
air. A perfect setting for the ever-smiling
Little Mary Sunshine, played by Shelagh
Cooney, and eight parading U.S. Forest
Rangers.

review by Jennifer Judd
photos by Chris Haws

Showstoppers

REVIEW

Little Mary Sunshine (Shelagh
Cooney) flirts with Captain Billy Jester, played by Joey Yates (bottom left),
and is later serenaded by U.S. Forest
Rangers (bottom right). Young ladies
of the Eastchester Finishing School
giggle over the forest rangers (right)

The musical's set in the early 1900s at the
Colorado Inn, high in the Rocky Mountains.
The Inn, which Mary bought by selling her
homemade cookies, houses Forest Rangers,
six girls from Eastchester Finishing School, a
German opera star, a lascivious maid and an .
aging general. Chief Brown Bear and his
See SUNSHINE page 14>-

By Jay Clarke
staff writer .

Despite flaws
in personality
and music
choice, Cult
concert still
awesome

There is only one band in rock today that can get
away with putting out four good albums with four
different sounds, act like complete megalomaniacs
on their first — and probably premature —
headlining tour, spend most of their time on stage
looking like Cousin It with the shakes, completely
sell-out all their shows, and still remain awesome.
It's the Cult

I

REVIEW
On Feb. 10 at the Patriot Center in Fairfax, The
Cult, along with openers Bonham and Dangerous
Toys, put on an energetic, intense, but definitely
metal show. Opening with "New York City" from
its latest release, Sonic Temple, The Cult
immediately established a grip on the crowd which it
never relinquished and which was administered
mainly through captivating lead singer Ian Astbury.
Astbury is not the "prettiest" frontman in rock,
nor does he have the best voice, but he has firmly
entrenched himself as one of the. best. Clothed fully

I

in black to match his long hair, Astbury almost
enchanted die crowd, standing dead still to form an
almost scary, dark silouhette one moment, then
exploding in a convulsive "dance" the next
Known to be erratic and unpredictable on stage,
Astbury was in peak form for this show. He
delivered the lyrics with power and heart, but unlike
many singers, he stayed quite active even when
someone else had the spotlight. Astbury seemed to
know how to achieve the best effect at any given
moment.
Like Astbury — and maybe because of Astbury —
guitarist Billy Duffy was also on top of things.
Although his look also was the basic, black leather
and straight blonde hair, his playing was far from
everyday.
On record, where only Astbury's voice is
pre-recorded, Duffy shines with his distinctive style.
Tearing through songs such as "Automatic Blues,"
the overplayed "Fire Woman" and "American
Horse," Duffy lost nothing live, reproducing the
layered sounds of the albums surprisingly well and
energetically. Only on the selections from Electric,
The Cult's third album, did Duffy lose any effect.

See CULT page 14>
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Sunshine

Cult

>• (Continued from page 13)

Indian pony live together nearby in
their own teepee.
Sappy, satirical and silly, the
musical is a wonderfully romantic
version of an earlier operetta. Picture
the damsel in distress being tied to the
railroad tracks by the evil villain, and
the courageous, singing hero rushing
to the rescue. This is "Little Mary
Sunshine." It's light and entertaining, a
glimpse of past innocence.
"It's so funny because, it's so
serious," stage manager Mel Keppel
said. If the characters tried to
exaggerate their parts or "overdo it,"
the effect would be lost, she said.
Evil lurks in the form of an immoral
Indian, Yellow Feather, estranged son
of Brown Bear. He has relumed to get
revenge on Mary and to have his way
with her! Enter brave Captain "Big
Jim" Warrington, played by Keith
Miller, and his men. They set out on a
dangerous mission to apprehend the
villain while the women anxiously
await the return of their men.
In order to cheer up Mary, the
captain's fiance, they gleefully sing,
"Whenever a cloud of gray seems to
waft your way, look for a sky of blue."
The entire operetta is fdled with cheesy
lyrics — such as hearts going

"pitty-pat," and making "the present as
pleasant as possible."
Meanwhile, "Naughty Nancy," the
maid, superbly played by Candace
Johnson, runs from man to man while
flashing smiles, legs and eyelashes.
She raises jealous eyebrows from the
pretty, socially prominent, rich school
girls.
Romances abound throughout the
production. The lecherous elderly
general, played by Nick Rose,
reminisces with Madame Earnistine
von Liebedich, played by Kelly
Emmert, about Vienna in their youth.
The .second-in-command pledges his
love to Nancy with a certificate from a
pawn shop, and the young ladies from
Easlchester Finishing School become
engaged to the Forest Rangers. Mary is
"a woman fulfilled," and the captain is
"the happiest man alive."
The stagehands as well as the actors
deserve praise. A great deal of work
went went into the scenery and the
costuming. Brightly colored trees and
flowers
surround a very
realistic-looking log cabin, and the
actors and actresses flit around the
stage dressed in elaborate outfits.
"Little Mary Sunshine" plays at 8
p.m. Feb. 23 and 24 and at 2 p.m.
Feb. 25. Tickets are $5 for students
and $7 for the public.

scary.

> (Continued from page 13) •

In fact, the songs from Electric were
the low points of the show. Built
around the same three chords, this
album is basic metal — which is good
enough for many, but not The Cult.
"Li'l Devil" and "Love Removal
Machine" both rock, but just aren't as
good as most of the songs on either
Sonic Temple or Love, The Cult's
second album but major label debut.
"Wildflower" is a blatant, disgusting
rip off of AC/DC's "Rock 'N Roll
Singer."
The exception was "Peace Dogs," by
far the best song on Electric. The Cult
went all out on this tune, whipping
the crowd into a frenzy.
The major disappointment of the
concert was that The Cult only
included two songs off of its most
creative album. Love, and none from
its excellent debut, Dreamtime.
The Cult has basically sold out to
the commercial riches found in heavy
metal, so the exclusion of Dreamtime
was predictable. But many of The
Cult's most dedicated fans, especially
those in the college crowd, are biggest
fans of the Love -era Cult. That The
Cult has totally shut the door on that
part of its repertoire is both sad and

"Rain," from Love, was the high
point of the show, appealing to every
fan, and "She Sells Sanctuary" was a
good but predictable encore.
The Cult, however, partially made
up for the lack of old songs with the
excellent delivery of new songs.
Behind "Rain," highlights of the
performance were "Sun King," "Sweet
Soul Sister" and "Edie(Ciao Baby)." In
those songs, the band managed to
combine the style of Love with the
energy of Electric.
Outside of song selection, the
conceit was perfect, until just before
the first encore.
As Astbury was about to leave the
stage, he displayed an ego too big for
anyone when he commanded the crowd
to "give them what they need" or the
band wouldn't do an encore. No matter
how good the concert, no band should
require the crowd to scream endlessly
just to hear two more songs. Astbury's
comments left a sour taste at the end of
the show.
The
members
may
be
megalomaniacs, and they may have
sold their souls to metal, but even so
The Cult remains a head above the vast
majority of bands today. Its intensity,
either live or recorded, is nearly
unmatched.

10 -12 MONTH LEASES
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Pool
Clubhouse
Tennis Court
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Small Pets Allowed

• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• Fully Equipped Kitchen
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Townhouses and Garden
Apartments

DEVON LANE 434-2220

Band Starts at 7:00
ONLY

$3°-5
AT THE DOOR
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On a roll

SPORTS

12th straight ties record, drops Middies
By Stephanie Swaim
sports editor

When you've won 11 games in a row, things
almost get to be routine. JMU was up by five early
in the first half Saturday night over visiting
Colonial Athletic Association rival Navy, and it
looked like it would easily be the Dukes' twelfth
straight win. Then there was a scream of pain to
interrupt the routine. And point guard Fess Irvin was
on the floor writhing in pain.
While a month and a half ago JMU might have
been rattled by the scene, the Dukes showed the
composure and confidence of a team on a winning
streak and systematically went on without their floor
general, as Kenny Brooks came in for Irvin. Steve •
Hood then erased any doubts that psychologically
this might be a setback for the team by hitting from
the right corner to extend the lead to seven. The
Dukes kept control the rest of the game; Navy never
got closer than five and eventually lost 80-54.
JMU is now 18-7 overall and 11-1 in the CAA,
tying its team record of 12 consecutive wins set at
the end of the 1974-75 and beginning of the 1975-76
season when the Dukes competed at the Division II
level. The 12-game streak is the longest in a season

and the longest at the Division I level. Eleven of the
12 consecutive wins have been against CAA teams,
breaking the previous record of 10.
Navy falls to 5-19 overall. 4-8 in the CAA.
Irvin, who had to be carried from the court at the
11:34 mark of the first half, was taken to the
hospital for precautionary x-rays of his left ankle.
According to head coach Lefty Driesell, the x-rays
did not show a break. Irvin suffered a sprained ankle.
Driesell said Irvin will be iffy for the next few
games. Irvin injured the same ankle earlier this
season in the Maui Classic and was out for a game
in the tournament.
"I thought everybody on our ballclub played well,
and I was happy that we where able to do it without
Fess in there," Driesell said. "That kinda bothered
me for a while, but I have a lot of confidence in
Kenny."
After JMU failed to convert on its first
possession, Navy's Eddie Reddick tipped in the first
basket for a 2-0 lead. Navy's Chuck Robinson,
brother of former Navy star David Robinson, hit a
17-footer from the left side over a minute later to
put the Midshipmen up 4-0. But the Midshipmen
See WIN page 18>
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JMU's Billy Coles [right] grabs the rebound Saturday In the Dukes' win.

Davis adjusts to
changing role
By Eric Vazzana
staff writer

Last year, he was the Colonial Athletic
Association Rookie of the Year, JMU's leading
scorer and the focal point of every opponent's
scouting report. But as sophomore William Davis
can tell you, things don't always turn out as
planned.
After his celebrated freshman year, the
Washington, D.C. native has had to adjust to
sharing the limelight with a cast of talented
newcomers, losing his starting spot and watching
his minutes decrease significantly.
"[The transition] has been somewhat difficult
because I know that I can score most any time I
touch the ball, but now we have other players that
can score as good as me. so I just have to learn my
role," Davis said.
Early in the season it appeared that Davis would
continue right where he left off last year. He burned
North Carolina for 20 points in the season-opener
and reached double figures in six of the Dukes first
seven games. But things started to change when
teams stopped playing man-to-man defenses and
forced JMU to attack the zone. Davis struggled
against the gimmick defenses and began to lose
some of his confidence — and with it his starting
spot.
Davis hit rock-bottom Jan. 31, when he was
slapped with a one-game suspension by head coach
Lefty Driesell for what Driesell called "personal
reasons." The suspension came on the heels of a
JMU victory at George Mason where Davis played
just two minutes and was visibly upset after being
pulled from the game after a turnover.
As ironic as it may seem, the suspension may
have been the turning point for Davis, who appears
to have escaped from the coach's doghouse and has
seen his minutes and level of play increase. Davis
said the incident is in the past and he is looking to
the future. He also noted that he is finally starting to
feel comfortable in his new role.
"I have my role down pat," Davis said following
Saturday's win over Navy. "It was just a matter of
taking my time and not getting in there and rushing
anything. Once I learned how to do that, I started
feeling more comfortable."
The transition has not been easy for a player of
Davis' nature. The sophomore has a scorer's
mentality and once inside the gym rarely finds a shot
that he does not like. But he's been forced to make
the adjustment with the arrival of Steve Hood and
Fess Irvin.
Davis' ability to grasp his new role has been
rewarded with increased playing time and he's been
taking advantage of this on-court time. Against East
Carolina last week, Davis made four crucial free
throws down the stretch to seal the win. In his first
appearance at Madison Square Garden, Davis chipped
in 13 points in a victory over Marist.
Although he had oqly six points in a brief
appearance Saturday against Navy, Davis contributed

See DAVIS page 18>>
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'You don't want
to grow up to be
a ref, darling'
Wednesday, Jan. 31, 9:45 p.m.

C<

'Olonial Athletic Association referee John Moreau
stands up from his table at Howard Johnson's,
following fellow refs Lennie Wirtz and Lefty
McLawhorn to the cash register. It'll be close to
midnight by the time he makes the 2 1/2 hour trip
home to Richmond.
Wirtz is joking that he'll take McLawhom's side any
day on a tough call. McLawhorn, who made a few
tough calls tonight, thanks him.
Moreau stops to pat the head of a young girl in a high
chair.
"Nice game you called there," says the father. "It was
a pleasure to watch you."
Moreau smiles, grabs a cracker off the salad bar
behind him and hands it to the wide-eyed toddler. "Yes, I
know what you want," he says. "You don't want to
grow up to be a ref, darling," he adds. But he doesn't
mean it.
Outside on the sidewalk he stops. "Did you hear that?
What that man said back there?" Moreau says. ""Nice
game ref.' Mmmmh." All the boos and catcalls that
Moreau heard tonight are forgotten with the praise of
just one fan.
He taps on the window and waves to the little girl.
But by now she's enjoying her cracker too much to
notice.

Two hours ago, McLawhorn had blown his whistle
with just under 11 minutes remaining in the first half of
the William and Mary/James Madison game. Seconds
earlier, the Dukes' Fess Irvin, Claude Ferdinand and
Todd Dunnings were streaking downcourt on a
three-on-one fastbreak. Dunnings dished the ball to
Irvin, who penetrated under the basket but took one too
many steps. Lefty McLawhorn caught him in the act of
traveling. The crowd — all 6,100 of whom were out of
position — can't believe the call. The other Lefty —
Driesell — is up from his seat. He stomps his feet and
pleads his case to head ref Wirtz, who calmly walks
away.
McLawhorn, in his third year of CAA action, is still
called the "rookie" — at least, in the company of
veterans like Wirtz and Moreau. At 5' S" the diminutive
Wirtz has refed for more than 25 years. He's spent a
great deal of time in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Wirtz's sideline chat with Driesell looks something like
a circus act — the bald giant straining to look down at
the midget.
Moreau is in his 20th season as an official. He works
the ACC, Big East and Metro in addition to the
Colonial. He took up refing at the University of
Richmond as a student director of the intramural

program. After college he wejit into teaching and
coaching basketball. He's now in his 18th year at
Collegiate in Richmond. Refing allows him "to stay
around the game" — to the tune of 50 to 60 games a
season. Wirtz works a similar number of games.
Dan Wooldridge, the CAA's supervisor of referees,
watches McLawhom's call with interest from a seat
almost on the end of press row near where the Dukes
run off the court and up the ramp to the locker room.
He is busy taking notes on the calls. The crowd, he
knows, will be off-and-on McLawhom's case for the rest
of the night — the "rookie" having already raised the
Convo's collective ire. Don't mind that the remainder of
his calls will be right on the money.
"We try to put the less experienced official with the
veteran crew — that way, he's liable to catch less hell,"
Wooldridge says. "It's sort of like starting a freshman
'-with four seniors." He has hand-picked his officiating crews and trusts
most of his men's decisions. Rather than disagreeing
with a call, he tries to evaluate the intangibles: control
of the game, position on calls and whether the
officiating interrupts the flow of the game. Tonight he
is pleased.
"I rarely ever second-guess one of them," he says. "It's
just not fair for me to dispute a call. They see it from a
different angle than I do.
"We hope to get 90 percent of the calls right. Of
course, we'd like to get 100 percent right — but we
know we're human."
As play resumes, Wooldridge looks across the court
to where Driesell once again is settling down on the
bench. For 21 years Wooldridge officiated in the ACC,
and he remembers many a game with the fiery coach.
The first game he ever called was at Davidson. The new
head coach was Lefty Driesell. Back then, Lefty would
stomp and holler and wave his arms, loudly voicing his
objections on calls. But Wooldridge quickly learned that
unlike other coaches, Driesell didn't have an elephant's
memory for controversial calls.
"The great thing about Lefty is that when it's over,
it's over," Wooldrige said. "He might call me up a
couple of days later and raise hell a little, then, two
weeks later, he'd have forgotten about it."

Mc

Loreau also worked many contests while Driesell
was at Maryland. He says the Lefthander's high-profile
sideline antics are quite often taken out of context and
that the man himself is truly misunderstood by most
outside observers. Sideline shenanigans or not, Driesell
is respected by the refs.
"People have misread him for years," Moreau said.
"He probably is one of the best to work for — and
that's a known fact among referees. People have a way
that they react as coaches. Some of them do it verbally,
some of them* do it very visibly — like the stomp that

Article by Matt Wasniewskl
he's known for. He's a misread coach."
Driesell won't stomp too much again tonight. Instead,
he sits on the bench brooding over a sluggish first half.
The recently improved Tribe hangs tough, playing off
JMU's flat start. With :05 left in the half, William and
Mary's Thomas Roberts hits an off-balance leaner to cut
the Dukes' lead to 32-26 as both teams jog for the
locker rooms.
The second half begins like the first one ended. For
several minutes there is a scoring lull. The ball won't
fall for either team and the officials' jobs are even less
enviable than usual.
"It's much more difficult to referee when the ball isn't
going in the hole than when the teams are scoring,"
Wooldridge says.
Moreau agrees that with all the lost possessions,
loose balls and rebounds in a scoring drought it's doubly
hard to concentrate. The fouls can be plentiful.
"You don't have any flow to the game," he said. "It's
all blocked shots, missed shots and lost possessions.
It's all up and down the court, nobody's doing anything,
and the crowd's not in the game."
Finally, the Dukes find inspiration in a couple of
Steve Hood treys and Barry Brown blocks. JMU builds
itself a 12-point, then an 18 point lead. Hood will lead
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Call 'em like you see 'em
Clockwise from top-left: CAA referees Lefty
McLawhorn, John Moreau and Lennle Wirtz call the
Dukes' game against the Tribe at the Convo.

Photographs by Lawrence Jackson
all scorers with 19. Brown will finish with 14 points
and six blocked shots. The Dukes cruise to an 82-61
win, proving they are not looking beyond to Friday's
first-place show-down with CAA co-leader Richmond.
The game ends on as climactic a note as a 21-point
blowout can end. JMU freshman Jeff Chambers throws
up a half-court shot with :03 left. Dunnings, camped
out under the net, jumps, catches the errant shot and
flips the ball over his head and off the backboard in one
motion. The ball catches on the front of the rim, the
buzzer sounds, and the basket — the ball falls in after a
second — counts. The bettors who conceded the
19-point spread breathe a sigh of relief.
A half hour later, the postgame talk complete,
Moreau, Wirtz and McLawhorn emerge from the refs'
locker room donning fresh sports coats, ties and
sweaters. The trio walks out the back entrance of the
Convo to their cars. They decide to stop at Howard
Johnsons for a dish of ice cream before the ride home.
They've fulfilled the two goals that every ref wants
accomplished when he walks out of the gym.
"Number one, we gave each team an equal chance to
win the game — which means that we refed
consistently," Moreau said. "And we as the referees
never had a part in determining the outcome of the
game. We let the players dictate [the game] and we were
in sync."

A

number of families are in the restraunt

celebrating the Dukes' win, and the fans compliment the
trio on a well-called game. As the waitress seats them at
a table in the rear, a child yells, "Hey, there's Lennie."
It seems Wirtz has quite a following. Moreau remarks
that the face recognition is unbelievable — especially
among the children. He is obviously pleased with the
evening's effort and that McLawhorn was comfortable
during the game. He begins talking as soon as he takes
his chair.
"Tonight is the first night that Lefty, Lennie and I
have worked together as a threesome,-" Moreau says.
"Lennie was the [head] referee tonight. He conducted the
pregame conference with a magnetic board. We went
over everything from pregame duties and
responsibilities to floor coverage to unusual situations
and how we would cover them."
The pregame talk includes plans for a double-whistle
call, last-second shots, inbound plays and three-point
calls: It's a combination sermonftep talk — a lot of dos
and don'us and ad hoc bits of advice that get the refs
thinking along the same lines. As a result, the refs are
more concurrent in their on court decisions. But the
main focus is to make everyone feel at ease.
Wirtz, in this instance, was the referee. Moreau was
umpire one and McLawhorn was ump two. Wirtz led
the pregame talk, made sure everything at the scorer's
table was in order, and then tossed the ball up to start
the game. At that point, all three officials took an equal
share in maintaining a good atmosphere for play.
"We're just making everyone feel comfortable [during
the pregame]," Moreau said. "Tonight we wanted to
make Lefty feel comfortable because it's the first time
we've worked together."
Wirtz sits quietly with is arms folded. He asks the
waitress for a frozen yogurt, but they don't have the
flavors he likes. He settles for a glass of water. Even
Moreau, with his two decades of experience, looks to
Wirtz as a leader, admiring his knowledge of the game.
Moreau, like many other long-time refs around the
country, still learns from this ref ing giant and Ohio
native.
"Lennie is not just a fine referee ... he is also a
teacher," Moreau said. "And he teaches us, the veterans
as well as the new ones, all the time. He's pointed out
things in his pregame that have been a part of mine ever
since."

Most officials at the Division I level work in two or
three conferences. The Colonial draws on a sizeable
pool of officials from conferences all over the eastern "
seaboard — the Atlantic 10, Metro, South Eastern,
ACC and Big East. A couple of officials work the Sun
Belt conference, too. Wooldridge said that geograhpic
location factors into recruiting CAA officials. Most of
the league's officials live in Virginia or North Carolina,
where the majority of CAA schools are located.

W

ooldridge, who retired in 1984, with the
Olympics, 1979 Final Four and two decades of
officiating experience under his belt, had his finger on
the pulse of promising young referee talent. His
knowledge of the refereeing fraternity has helped the
CAA land some lop-notch whistle-blowers.
"It was easy for me to recruit [officials for the
Colonial] because I worked in the ACC for 21 years,"
he said. "So I knew, or thought I knew, who most of
the good guys were."
In the Colonial, the game referee is paid $375 a night.
The umps make $350 each. And despite the fact that
officials are well compensated for their efforts, ref ing is
a time-consuming hobby for most officials. It cuts into
job lime, family time-and requires a lot of travel.
Moreau admits that ref ing sets his agenda in the winter
months. Tomorrow Moreau will fly to Charlotte, N.C.
at 1:30 p.m. He'll get home after midnight. Saturday,
he'll take his wife to Old Dominion where he's
scheduled to ref the Monarchs'/Wake Forest contest.
"I think at times [my school] thinks I take the whole
winter off," he said. "That's not good for the school, but
they are very understanding. It works out."
Since he spends so many hours away from home,
Moreau makes a point to involve his family in his
officiating career. The Moreaus frequent many of John's
games.
"That's an important part of my officiating career —
my family," he said. "My wife was with me yesterday
at Villanova. My wife and bolh boys were with me at
the Georgetown/Syracuse game on Saturday. They are a
very integral part of my career, and I wouldn't have it
any other way."
The college basketball crowd is an orneryC beast —

"Lennie is not just a fine referee ... he is also a teacher.
And he teaches us, the veterans as well as the new
ones, all the time."
— John Moreau
Even the veterans referees look to refine their
techniques, constantly sharpening their skills by
discussing specific plays and critiquing their own calls.
During the postgame talk, Wooldridge gives the crew a
few of his observations. They review an instance where,
after a foul call, there was confusion on the part of all
three officials.
"There was one play in the game where we had a foul
call and it turned out that nobody knew what the result
of the foul was," Moreau said. [We didn't know] who
was shooting, or which end of the floor we were going
to. [Dan] pointed out that we needed to communicate
better in calling a foul so that everyone knows at least
which end we're going to be in, who the shooter's going
to be and who the foul is on."

with an iron will bent on the home team's success. It's
a bunch of fanatical alumni who have taken out a
second mortgage to buy season tickets behind the
bench. It's a raucous and irreverant student body
half-crazed, half-drunk. It's teachers, faculty, local
townspeople and a pep band. The old people look at the
students and can't believe anyone could act that stupid in
front of a TV camera. The students look at the old
people and can't believe anyone could sit still for thai
long. But in the midst of all this diversity, the
expectations for the home team to pull it out are
common ground — no matter if you're silting on the
court or up in nosebleed territory.

See REFS page 18>
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Refs

► (Continued from page 17)

Invariably, the referees are caught right in the
middle. One call against the home team and the
beast is awakened from its slumber. Everyone from
old ladies to coeds to the local cub scout troop
voices his or her consternation.
"Come on, you zebra . . .," "Hey blue, why don't
you let him take the bus next time?" and "You
know you can't clip in basketball, ref!" Moreau

Win
> (Continued from page 15)

never led again as JMU's Irvin was fouled on a
layup, and he converted his shot to bring the game
to4-3. Barry Brown's following layup gave JMU a.
5-4 lead at the 16:17 mark.
The Dukes went up by as many as 12 in the first
half and led at halftime 33-26. But in the second
half, it was all JMU after Robinson opened with a
dunk to make it 33-28. JMUs Billy Coles convened
two free throws at 14:47, then scored on a layup
from Brooks and followed with a layup off a rebound

Davis

► (Continued from page 15)

four rebounds and two steals and was on the court
when the Dukes blew the game open. He was diving
after loose balls and hustling on defense, much to
Driesell's delight.
"I've been pleased with William," Driesell said. "I
think he'd been playing better defense, he's been
rebounding better and his shot selection is better."

doesn't mind the crowd in most situations. However,
he draws the line when the language gets loo foul or
if there are threats of physical violence hurled at
him.
The referee soon learns that he can never please
everyone — so he pleases himself. He reviews,
refines and adapts to various situations. He aims to
go largely unnoticed and slowly learns to trust his
instincts.
"^

Moreau is often second-guessed by his family. His
daughter asked him about a call he made in the
Villanova game, when he disallowed a last-second
shot. The game ended up going into overtime. She
saw the replay on TV and couldn't tell if the shot
counted because she couldn't hear the horn. Moreau,
without the benefit of an instant replay, saw it right
"She said, 'You were sure, weren't you?' And I
said, 'Yes, I was.'"

to send the Dukes up by 12 at the 13:56 mark before
Navy called a timeout.
It was pretty much over for the Midshipmen from
that point on as Claude Ferdinand finished them off
with :03 left with an alley-oop dunk off a pass from
Dunnings and converted a free throw for the 80-54
final.
JMlTs Billy Coles led all scorers with 15 points
and pulled down eight rebounds. Ferdinand scored 13
and Hood 11
"Once we got going in the second half, I thought
we played well," Driesell said.
"I thought overall that it was a good win for us,
and I was pleased although I thought we missed too

many free throws.'
The Dukes get the opportunity to continue their
winning streak Wednesday night at American and
would clinch the regular season CAA title with a
win. The game will be telecast on ESPN at 9 p.m.
But the winning streak is not important to Driesell,
he said. He's just taking a game at a time.
"It's not on my mind at all," Driesell said about
the streak. "Right now the only thing that's on my
mind is AU. I think it's nice 'cause anytime you get
a winning streak going it gives you confidence, but
I don't think you need to talk about pressure. We're
just playing, having fun. As long as we keep
winning well let the streak grow."

Driesell tried to lend some insight on why Davis
has struggled at times.
"It's not all his fault," Driesell said. "Last year he
was the guy we had to go to to score, and we don't
have to do that this year. We have better balance and
he's learned now that he's got to take his time and be
patient on offense, and he's doing a good job."
Davis will return to his hometown Wednesday
when the Dukes travel to Bender Arena in

Washington to face the American University Eagles
in a regional ESPN game. The game will have extra
incentive for Davis, who says he is at the top of his
game right now.
"There's definitely some extra incentive," Davis
said. "I know that my family and friends will all be
there. I want to beat them real bad because they're
our arch-rival next to Richmond, so I'm looking
forward to the game."
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Tech sneaks by JMU
53-50 in overtime
By Greg Abel
staff writer
If just one word could describe the
JMU women's basketball team's
play this year it would be
"inconsistent." Head coach Shelia
Moorman uses that word often when
speaking of her young team, and it
was never more evident than
Saturday at the Convocation Center.
The Dukes shot 59.1 percent from
the field in the first half and 29.6
percent in the second half to lose
53-50 to Virginia Tech in overtime.
With two seconds left on the
regulation game clock, Paula
Schuler was at the foul line with a
two shot-foul and the game tied
47-47. She had hit a three-pointer
one minute earlier to tie the game,
and then with five seconds remaining
had driven the lane hard to put
herself in the game-winning
situation. The first shot looked good
when it left her hands, but hit the
edge offthe front iron, bounced off
the back edge and out as the Convo
crowd heaved a collective sigh.
Schuler appeared nervous on the
second opportunity and committed a
lane violation as her shot fell way
short.

Moorman, however, said she
thought her team hadn't earned the
opportunity to win and had played
timidly.
"As bad as we played, they tried to
hand us the basketball game," she
said. "We honestly and truly didn't
deserve to win the game, and maybe
it was juried that we didn'L"
Schuler's inability to convert is
representative of the Dukes' play in
close games all year. On their home
court, where the Dukes have been
literally unbeatable in years past,
JMU has lost four games, and
Moorman doesn't understand why her
team can't face adversity.
"We're a pretty average basketball
team right now," Moorman said. "I
feel like as coaches we've tried
everything we know how to do with
this group, I don't know, maybe we
hit our stride and now we're just
going downhill."
JMU started the game strong and
was ahead for much of the first half,
led by Brandy Cruthird's 10 points.
Virginia Tech took a 31-29 lead at
the break, and after both teams shot
more than 50 percent for the first
See TECH page 21 >

Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE
JMU's Emily McCracken [right] tries to stop Tech's offensive
drive in the Dukes' 53-50 overtime loss.
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Football recruits sign in
team's 'second season'

•

By John R. Craig
staff writer
After finishing below expectations
with a 5-4-1 record, the JMU
football staff wanted to get back into
competition as soon as possible.
That "second season" culminated
Feb. 14 with the signing of 18
recruits to join JMU's Division
I-AA program.
JMU head football coach Joe
Purzycki said Wednesday that the
class contains "the best skill kids
we've ever had."
"Up until the national letters are
signed, these are young people [who]
can change their mind on a
heartbeat," Purzycki said. "I'm so
relieved that this period is over. But
it's very exciting for coaches, too,
and there's something challenging
about it. It's almost like a second
season. In other words, you go out
and compete again."
The Dukes roped three wide
receivers, two running backs and a
quarterback among this season's
class. Eight of the 18 are from
Virginia, with others representing
Georgia, Delaware, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, New Jersey and
Washington D.C.
"If you went on the reputation of
this class, it's probably the best
we've ever recruited," Purzycki said.
"Whether it will measure up and
meet potential with performance
remains to be seen."
Mike Wardlaw, a 6-foot-1,
175-pound wide receiver, narrowed
his choice to JMU and I-A UVa after
cancelling visits to Virginia Tech,
Wake Forest and West Virginia. The
Potomac High School senior from
Dumfries was selected as an
All-State cornerback but Purzycki
said Wardlaw will likely play on the
offensive side of the ball.
Wardlaw made All-Commonwealth
District at cornerback and wide
receiver, All-Group AAA as a
cornerback and runs the 40-yard dash
in 4.5 seconds.
Purzycki groups recruit Curtis
Thomas, also a wide receiver, in
Wardlaw's league. Thomas had offers
from Nebraska and West Virginia,
but the 6-foot-2, 175-pound
Walkersville, Md. native chose
JMU. Thomas amassed more than
500 yards receiving and 1,000 yards
rushing in his senior season.
"I think those two you put in the
same boat and say you're flattered
when you can get a blue-chip
player," Purzycki said. "Wardlaw and
Thomas were considered blue-chip
players at the Division I-A level, not
just the I-AA level."
The third wide receiver is
Richmond's David McLcod, a 6-foot,

165-pound Highland Springs senior.
JMU's staff says McLeod has a
39-inch vertical leap, and they "went
to see him play basketball to
confirm that," Purzycki said.
The addition of widc-outs is part of
the new offense JMU is putting
together after hiring offensive
coordinator Tony DeMeo early this
year. The Dukes are moving to a
run-and-shoot, spread out offense.
Defensively, JMU reeled in
comerbacks Billy Johnson, Dwight
Robinson and Robert Smart.
Georgia native Smart had a lull
scholarship to Kentucky out of high
school but spent the past year at
Fork Union Military Academy.
Purzycki normally red-shirts
freshmen so they can take that first
year to learn the system, but he says
it might not be that way this year.
"These skill people and these
defensive backs could come in and
see some playing time," Purzycki
said. "The other people in this class,
I think really . . . you're looking at
down-the-road-type guys."
One of those down-the-road-types
is linebacker Brad Radosevich, a
native of Harrisonburg. He's the first
football player from Harrisonburg
High School to receive a JMU
scholarship. Radosevich has spent
that last four summers in JMU's
football camp and the staff has
watched him grow to a 6-foot-3,190
pounder. The coaches also watched
Saturday night as Radosevich
captured the Group AA State
wrestling heavyweight title at
Godwin Hall.
Radosevich went to three JMU
games this past season and said it
was a dream to play for a school in
his hometown. He visited William
and Mary and Richmond and was
contacted by Wake Forest, Virginia
Tech and Maryland.
"I kept my options open, but I
think I made the right choice,"
Radosevich said.
JMU signed four other linebackers
and four linemen, including Army
transfer Chris Thurman who's from
the same town, Gladys, as former
JMU standout and current San
Francisco 49er Charles Haley.
With recruiting, finding an
offensive coordinator and attending
the NCAA football coaches'
convention, Purzycki said he and his
staff have spent more lime during
the off-season this year than any
other. Spring practice begins one
month from today.
"We as coaches will be putting our
packages together for the spring and
our players will continue to
condition themselves," Purzycki
said.

The Faculty Women's Caucus
presents

Women's Week 1990
HTh® ahull®m$% J©y,
sumdl C®l«bffaM(Dffii ®iP W(S»(gin »
Monday, February 19
A Musical Celebration of Women
7:30 p.m., Highlands Room (formerly J. Maddies),
Warren Campus Center
Tuesday, February 20
Dominion Lecture
Outstanding Woman of Virginia Award
Outstanding Woman of the Valley Award
Dr. Jean Fox-O'Barr speaking on
The Necessity of Women's Studies in a
Liberal Arts Education
7:30 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium

r
Wednesday, February 21
Dr. Patricia Buczynski, Academic Assessment Office
Affective and Cognitive Development in College Students
12 p.m., Purple and Gold Room (205) Godwin Hall
Dr. Carolyn Ware sharing her experiences in
The Evolution of Women's Rights
7:30 p.m., Purple and Gold Room (205) Godwin Hall

Thursday, February 22
Christine Shelton - Celebrating the Joy of Women:
Why It Feels So Bad, Why It Feels So Good
12:15 p.m. Purple and Gold Room (205) Godwin Hall
Christine Shelton - Women in Leadership:
A Challenge for the Nineties
7:30 p.m., Shenandoah Room, Chandler Hall

Friday, February 23
The Joy, Challenge and Celebration of Women
JMU Women Faculty vs. Women's Basketball Team Alumna
6 p.m., Godwin Hall
Sale of $1 rickets to benefit First Step Shelter for Women

Tech
> (Continued from page 19)
half (hey seemed to have left (heir
hot hands in .the locker room over
(he break.
In a sloppy second half which
included a near 10-minutc span
where JMU failed (o convert a field
goal, (he Dukes shot 29.6 perceni
and Virginia Tech, 28.6. Neither
(earns executed well on offense and i(
seemed a battle of giving (he game
away rather than one of winning i(.
"IThe players] can'( face adversi(y,"
Moorman said. "If everything is
going good they're fine, but let it get
hard . . . That's a part of athletics
jus( like i('s a part of life, i('s how
you face iL"
The Hokies entered the game wi(h
a 9-12 record, bu( lately (hey have
played much better than that mark
would suggest. After starting the
season 2-8, they had won seven of
their last 11.
A major difference between JMU
and Tech's lineups was that the
Hokies have a senior dominated
team, while JMU has no seniors.
And. down the stretch Saturday, it
was the senior leadership of the
Hokie's Amy Byrne and Missy
Sallade that helped carry them over.
Byrne was continually the Hokies
"go to" player in regulation as she
carried the team with a game high 19
points. In overtime, it was Sallade
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who took over as she scored all six
of Tech's points in the extra period.
JMU jumped out (o a 50-47 lead
in overtime on a basket by Schuler
and a free throw by Vicki Harris.
Those, however, would be the last
points JMU would score in the
game. With 10 seconds left and the
game tied at 50, Sallade drove the
lane and converted and was fouled to
provide the game's final score.
JMU inbounded the ball to Emily
McCracken who pushed the ball up
to Schuler. Schuler was unable to
get good position and was forced to
throw up an awkward three-pointer
that fell short as the buzzer sounded.
Schuler wasn't the only player
with troubles at the foul line. For
the game, the Dukes shot only 50
percent from the foul line (7-14),
including one of four in the
overtime.
Hokies' head coach Carol Alfano
was surprised at her team's ability to
escape the Convocation Center with
a win.
"You can't come in here with a
Shelia Moorman-coached team and
expect to do anything," she said.
JMU, which dropped to 13-11 on
the season was led by Cruthird with
13 points and Vicki Harris with 12.
The Dukes return to conference play
with their last home game of the
year Wednesday night against
American. Game time is 7:30.

Hair Loft

now carries the most popular salon products

Beck, Bates lead
women's track team
at Navy Invitational
Cathy Beck and Erica Bates placed
first in the 55-meter and 400-meter
dash, respectively, as the women's
track team had a successful weekend
at the Navy Invitational in
Annapolis, Md.
Beck broke a school record in the
55-meter dash with a time of 7.04.
JMU's Princess Hicks finished
fourth in 7.3 seconds. She ran a 7.1
in the preliminary heats that
qualified her for the ECACs.
Bates won the 400-meter dash in a
time of 57.9 and joined Beck Hicks
and Shelby Browne in a second place
finish in the 400 x 4- meter relay
with a time of 4 minutes flat.
Jackie Lynch *won first in the
1000-meter run and teammate Davida
Walker won the 55-meter hurdles
with a time of 8.1. Walker also
finished second in the long jump
with an effort of 18' 1 1/3".

Gymnast Bedford
third in all-around
Pitt scored 255.45 points and won
all the events in a tri-meet with
JMU and Radford Saturday, as JMU
finished second with 226.95 points.

JMU's Tim Bedford was third in
the all-around with a 48.2 score.
Bedford placed sixth in the pommel
horse (6.75), seventh in the rings
(8.45) and fifth in the parallel bars
(8.7). Larry McDonald and Eric
Hancy finished in a three-way tie for
second in the vault with a 8.75.
McDonald was fifth in floor with
8.65. On Sunday, the Dukes lost to
Kent State 264.9-239.10. The score
was a season-high for JMU.
McDonald scored a 9.1 on floor
and 8.75 on vault. Bedford scored a
8.7 on rings and 8.65 on parallel
bars. The men are now 1-4.

JMU gymnasts set
season-high score
Pittsburgh and Rhode Island beat
JMU Sunday although the Dukes
posted a season-high 178.85 points.
Missy Loposky was fourth in the
all-around with a personal best of
36.20 and teammate Kelli Westfali
was fifth with 36.05.
The pair tied for fifth with a 9.2 in
the vault, tying the school record in
the event. On the uneven parallel
bars. West was second in 9.25.
Loposky was second on the beam
with 9.25 for a personal record. The
team is now 3-5.

Vee'S ^)ace
DELIVERS TO YOUR PLACE
Dine - in or Delivery

t

434 - 3003
With over 200 items on the menu
there's something to suit your taste.

1588 S. Main Street Harrisonburg, VA

TAN TAN TAN
Get a tan now and be
Break. Our SunTana
than natural sunlight
or peel, just tan, tan,

Valley Mall - Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Jo Ann Foltz
10:00 - 9:00 Mon. - Sat.
433-3446
Owner
12:30-5:30 Sunday

ready for Spring
SunSystem is safer
so you will not burn
tan. . .

ROLANDS HAIR DESIGNS
and
FANNING CEN1
95 N. Main St.

434-7060
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Why Work for OIT?
Academic Computing
and Technical Services

199C THE KROGER CO ITEMS Af.D
PRICES GOOD SUNOAV FEB 16 THROUGH •
SATURDAV FEB 24 1990 IN MARRiSONBURG fit
RESERVE THE PIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES NONE
SOLD ^0 DEALERS
COPVRIGMT

Heart and
Sole.

On-the-iob-training: You will leam skills
and concepts you won't find in the classroom.
Experience: Work with computer^professionals. Impress prospective employers
with experience to complement your degree. Exposure to a variety of computingrelated professions will help you direct
your career.
Money: Our salaries are competitive
with other on-campus employers. We offer
room for advancement that includes pay
raises.
Pick up your application
from any computer lab. help
desk, or Miller G-41. Turn
ail applications into Miller
G-41 no later than Friday,
March 2nd at 5 p.m.

And snapper. And Perch
And Trout.

They all go well with your heart
because they re all low in
saturated fat ana cholesterol.
And they re not the
only fish m the sea.
When you eat with your heart
in mind, you nave a wide variety
of foods to choose from —
including your favorites.
YOU srmply quit eating as much of
,
the ones that are high in saturated
fats and cholesterol. And substitute fish.
poultry, lean meat, fruits and vegetables.
grains and cereals and low-fat dairy products.
And thats no fish story

February is American Heart Month
BUY ONE

Start Your Career Before You Leave School!

FROZEN VALUE PAK 6 7-OZ
•ZINCED FISH STICKS OP
6-OZ BREADED

Mrs. Paul's
Fish Portions
GET ONE

f• Thinking about moving 5•
F

OFF-CAMPUS
next year?

FREE!

"I
J
IN "''HE DELl-PASTRv SHOPPE

:
~'

jr/^i^ »f;

Deli Fresh Sliced Jgh*
Turkey Breast ;

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING
FAIR
February 22, 1990
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Phillips Center
Sponsored by
ORL and CSC

I

^fr^\

Pound

$2^8
Natural Grains Oat Bran
or Oatmeal Bread

BUY ONE
CET ONE

FREE!

c

RED OR

Thompson White
Seedless Grapes

.ID.

Kroger Chilled

1

BUY ONE
CET ONE

Orange Juice

Quan FREE!

NONRE^URNABLE BOT"-4.E CAFFEINE FREE DIE'COKB

Diet Coke or
Coca Cola Classic
15-PAK 12-0Z

99

CANS

2-Ltr.

S3 -9
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LIFESTYLE
Some smokers just can't kick the habit
By Jennifer Judd
staff writer

Columbus certainly wasn't relaxing
on the deck of the Santa Maria with a
Marlboro Light. But, he might have lit
up upon his landing at the West Indies.
It was the Indians who first introduced
tobacco to Western man. Sir Arthur
Helps once said of tobacco, "What a
blessing this smoking is! Perhaps the
greatest that we owe to the discovery
of America."
Despite warnings from the Surgeon
General, increasing government
regulations and anti-smoking
campaigns, Americans continue to
smoke at the rate of approximately
48,000 cigarettes a day. Though
statistics show smoking has decreased,
it's still a popular habit among many
college-age students.
The majority of JMU students who
smoke are not heavy smokers, but like
to call themselves "social smokers" or
"drunk smokers." Many feel that
drinking and smoking are inseparable.

"Columbus brought
syphilis to the Indians
and they gave him
tobacco. It is doubtful
which is worse. ■
— Harry S. Truman
However, for the majority of "real
smokers," (who smoke regularly)
smoking is more than a social activity,
it is a part of their lives. These
smokers face more problems than
worrying about their health. They
must contend with limited smoking
areas, nagging friends and the
reoccurring question about quitting.
JMU allows cigarette smoking in
most dorm rooms, line four of D-hall
and a smoking lounge in the basement
of Carrier Library. However, many
dorms have voted to prohibit smoking
in their TV lounges, further restricting
smokers.
Sophomore Rich Neumann smokes
about a pack a day. He finds he has a
"hard time not smoking in the student
union." Occasionally, he smokes in
D-hall, but "nobody really likes it," he
says.
The smoking study lounge in the
library is small, but an attempt has
been made to make it comfortable. It
has tables, couches and ashtrays
scattered around the room. Neumann
says he enjoys it and spends a good
deal of studying time there.

Smoking restrictions arc not only
affecting college campuses but all areas
of public service.
Today hotels, restaurants and theaters
usually have designated non-smoking
sections. The government has even
banned smoking on a number of public
transportation systems.
Many college students started
smoking with friends when they were
in high school. Others started when
they were even younger.
Mel Keppel, a sophomore, used to'
go out into the woods and smoke when
she was in elementary school. Later,
she and her friends would sometimes
smoke in middle school "because we
were too cool not to."
Junior Dave Hess says he started
smoking "just for the hell of it" when
he was 16 years old.
Almost every smoker has tried to
quit, but many are unsuccessful. Since
most college-age students started
smoking in high school, they are
toting a two-year habit.
Neumann has tried to quit many
times but says he's "hooked." Students
also find that it's much harder to quit if
they have friends who smoke.
Keppel says she will quit for three to
four months at a time, but as soon as
she gets "stressed out" she starts
smoking again.
The smokers say they constantly
receive subtle hints from their
non-smoker friends about quitting, but
one student says her friends have
finally given up on her.
Unlike Turkey in the 17th century,
where those caught smoking were
dragged though the streets with the
stem of their pipe piercing their nose,
smoking today is an accepted and open
activity.
There aren't any age restrictions or
illegalities banning college students
from smoking.
Camel Lights and Marlboro Lights
seem to be the most popular brands
with students, but some, such as
Neumann, remain dedicated menthol
smokers..
Favorite times to smoke are after
eating, while drinking, stressing or
after a good movie.
Although the Surgeon General and
the National Heart Association
continue to find new links between
smoking and several diseases, students
continue to smoke.
There will always be those fighting
for it and those against it. Harry S.
Truman once said, "Columbus brought
syphilis to the Indians and they gave
him tobacco. It is doubtful which is
worse."

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

Staff graphic by BOB WHISONANT
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RN/^MGP

RN M MCP

PREP for the BOARDS

PHARMACOLOGY for the BOARDS

A Unique 2-Day Course...
• Place yourself in an •'Exam-Think" mode.
• Learn test-taking strategies to help you choose
the right answer.
• Sharpen your skills in using the nursing
process to help you answer questions correctly.
• Costs are minimal and Include free textbook.
• Takes less time than ordinary review courses.
• Course is guaranteed!

An Essential 1 -Day Review...
• Gain clear understanding of drug classification
systems, facts and concepts.
• Learn valuable memory and study aids that help
teach and clarify important and often-tested
concepts.
• Quickly define areas needing more attention so
that available study time is used most efficiently.
• Course is guaranteed!

UN Magarint and The Mrdkal College ol Penmylvanu - kjoVn in tf«- field of nursing rdu< jtion, Mr sponsor inn lllr twoc ourws
lor Rtodujlmg nurses They will be nflerrd in lune IWO ,n mer 100 ■ Hies Ihroughout the counlfy For mote infnrnulion rail loll tree
1-800 **» PREP 01 wr.ee RN'MCP. The NCLtX Advantage. PO Bo. 5692. PhiU., PA 19129.

RNr=

> PjW-Ml l.««n^l(>|.,.

MIDWAY
MARKET

RESERVE

Sponsored by Rocklngham Memorial Hospital (Harrlsonburg, Va.). For more Information on how to take
this course free of charge, (All: Marian Jameson, Vice-President Educational Services (703) 433-4110.

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

157 Warsaw Ave.
(Behind JM's)

Reserve in advance
call 434-7948
M-F

noon-12 mid

Sak11arrr-I2rnid

Sun noon-IOpm

1
J&1

[M
Midway
'arket

FREE

|CJ

PREGNANCY
TESTING
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL

^HarriscmBurg Crisis
(Pregnancy Center
434-7523
ZS2 -East "Wotyrt Street
'Hamsonburg

k.

Ttusdatj-9(pon To 8 VM
Tfmndtoj-Jipon T08VM
JruCay-9 AM To 9fam

Dinner
Theatre
Auditions
February 24 1:00pm
February 25 7:00pm
Duke Fine Arts DM103
Come with Comic Monologue
and
Musical Comedy Song
Please Bring Sheet Music
For more information call x6037

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD
TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed-in college and in life.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when
you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact
Mike Davis
568-6264
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Lab assistants provide the access to the answers
By Christie Bllbrey
staff writer
Anyone who's ever been to a computer lab on
campus has seen them. They sit behind a desk with a
computer, surrounded by disks, papers and printer
ribbons. They are the student lab assistants and
they've been trained to answer questions about
computer systems and software.
Approximately SO lab assistants are placed in the
10 labs throughout campus. These labs are located in
Miller, Converse, Harrison, Anthony-Seeger, Duke,
Keezell, Huffman and the music library. Students are
trained to work in one of four areas. Depending on
their knowledge, they work at the Help Desk, in
Microcomputing Labs, in the Microcomputing
Resource Center or with VAX operations.
Senior Kevin Bousman, operations manager/senior
consultant at the Help Desk, says many students
misunderstand the purpose of the Help Desk. There
are students who think that the Help Desk is the
information desk. "People have called and asked when
cheerleading tryouts are, where they can get tickets for
a show or questions about graduation,'' he says.
The Help Desk is better prepared to answer
questions about lab hours, locations of the labs and
where different software packages can be used.
"The Help Desk is one-stop shopping for any
computer problems which are university related,"
Bousman says. Anyone who cannot find an answer to
a computer-related problem should try the Help Desk.
The Help Desk gets several hundred questions each
week from a great number of students, as well as
from the faculty and staff. Anyone with a question
can either call, walk in or use electronic mail, an
option available on the VAX system.

Staff photos by CHRIS HAWS

There to help: Lab assistant Jeff
Morgan (top left) assists sophomore
A.J. Fisher at the computer lab in
Chandler. Via phone, senior Amanda
Barlow (left) often helps desperate
users and other assistants from her
location at the Help Desk in the
basement of Miller.

Student lab assistants are trained to work in the
Microcomputing Resource Center, a lab reserved for
faculty, staff, and when space is available, graduate
students. This lab provides access to equipment that
may not be available to these individuals elsewhere. It
also gives the faculty and staff the opportunity to
evaluate new hardware and software packages that are
not available in other labs due to the expense.
James Wilson, manager of the Resource Center,
says, "Students working in the Resource Center find
it exciting because they get to work with different
types of software. They also enjoy the interaction
they have with the faculty and staff."
While students are hired on their knowledge of
computer systems and software, they are not expected
to know everything. Senior John Torregrosa says,
"Some students expect us to be rocket scientists with
computers."
Although the lab assistants have learned that there
is no way of knowing everything, they have found
that their time spent on the job is a great learning
experience. Many times students will ask questions to
which the assistant may not immediately know the
answer. By asking questions, the student and assistant
can work together to find an answer.
When assistants are not helping a student, they
have time to learn aspects of the various software
packages. This makes learning new packages much
easier.

While the lab assistants enjoy their work, they find
it frustrating at times. Junior Jeff Morgan says, "I get
frustrated when I get a question I'm not familiar with
or when I'm not able to answer a question."
Most students who use the computer lab facilities
are fairly knowledgeable about the program with
which they are working, but some students need more
assistance.
While the lab assistants are willing to help as much
as possible by providing information packets and
verbal assistance, they wish students would be
considerate when asking for help. Torregrosa says, "I
get frustrated with people who come in at 10 p.m.
who have never used a computer before and need help
step-by-step."
Students who are unfamiliar with computers should
allow themselves extra time to become familiar with

the system. They also have the opportunity to sign
up for workshops which are held on a regular basis.
Those who are interested in computers and have a
general knowledge of software packages should
express their interest to Academic Computing
Services. Jean Petersen, computer lab manager for all
Microcomputing Labs, says, "You don't need to
know all the packages to apply for the job ... Most
of the students that apply for the job are looking to
improve themselves."
Several assistants say no one should be afraid to
apply for the job. Junior Paula Tulley says, "If you
like working with people and you know computers,
it's a great job."
Senior Nancy Ottestad agrees. "It's fun helping
people. You help a student with one thing, and they
think you're the greatest thing," she says.
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CLERK - PHLEBOTOMIST
Full-Time and Part-Time

R e q u i re m e n ts:

• Able to work 3-11 shift
• Every other weekend required

Responsibilities:

m
Awareness Week
•

Check the WCC Patio
Monday & Tuesday
for a Campus Trivia
Contest and more
information.

• Will monitor requisition label printers and will collect all
specimens.
• Assist in the Out-patient drawing as assigned.
• Perform clerical functions in the clerks office as assigned.

We offer:
• On the job training provided
• Competitive salary
• 25 Paid Annual Leave days, pro-rated for part-time
employees
• Discounted Valley Wellness Center membership
• 100% Tuition Reimbursement
• 10% Shift differential for evenings
• Enhanced Salary Option
• Plus more!!

Apply
in person
at the
Personnel
Office.

ROCKINGHAM
MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL
E.O.E.

235 Can trell Avenue
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

•

PraM] /Awm^m
"Drug Smarts, Drug Survival"
Lecture by Arthur T. Greene
Monday, Feb. 19 7:30 p.m.
Grafton-Stovall
Come hear an experienced, down-to-earth speaker give
you accurate, realistic information about drugs.
Sponsored by Shenandoah Valley Higher Education
Substance Abuse Consortium (SVHESAC)
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Fitness fanatics ride the Llfecycles at Nautilus Fitness Center on South Main Street.

Pumped Up

fly

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
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Fitness centers provide workout options
By Meghan Johnson
business editor

It's that time of year again, when students are
getting into exercise routines in anticipation of the
warm months to come. With Spring Break only a
couple of weeks away and summer not far behind, the
fitness craze is in full swing.
Harrisonburg has several options for students
seeking slim shapes for summer. The Body Shop
Barbell/Aerobic Club, on Edom Road, focuses mainly
on free weights, said manager Colleen Farrell.
The club also has exercise bicycles and offers about
15 aerobics classes each week. Farrell said the club
also provides tanning facilities.
Memberships are available for $25 a month or $55
a semester for students. The Body Shop is open from
2 to 9 p.m. seven days a week.
The Centre for Figures, in Miller Circle, works to
develop individualized programs for women, said
employee Linda Robinson.
The programs can include free weights, universal
weights, paramount weight machines and Lifecycle
exercise bicycles, as well as aerobics, Robinson said.
The center offers about 45 aerobics classes a week.
She said there is a $50 membership fee and $20
monthly charge for a year membership. For a
two-year membership, the down payment is $75 and
the monthly fee is $16.
The center also offers one-month memberships for
$35 and three-month memberships for $100.
The Centre for Figures is open from 7 a.m. to 8
p.m. Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday and 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
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Iron World Fitness Center, in Court Square,
provides a combination of free weights and circuit
training equipment, said owner Brian Katsorelos. The
center also has stationary bicycles and a tanning bed,
and employees help clients develop individual fitness
programs, he said.
A one-month membership is $20. Two-month
memberships are $35, and students can purchase
semester memberships for $55, Katsorelos said.
Iron World is open from 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
Nautilus Fitness Center, on South Main Street,
offers Nautilus circuit training equipment, Lifecycles
and Lifcstairs units, and conducts about 30 aerobics
classes a week. There is a pool and a free-weight
room, and the center also provides hot tub, sauna and
tanning facilities.
"A majority of the people that come for aerobics are
students," said instructor Jen Finnic.
Instructor and sales representative Darryl Cross said
Nautilus offers several payment options for students.
Three-month memberships for students are $100,
but if students can pay the amount up front, they'll
receive an extra month. A one-year membership costs
$260. Usually, the first month's payment is $40 and
the remaining 11 months' payments are $20 each.
Two-year memberships are $450 and are often paid
in nine payments of $50 over the two years, Cross
said.
Nautilus is willing to work with students to come
up with a suitable payment plan, he said. The plans
also can be frozen, so that if a student is going home
for the summer, he or she can continue to make
11

payments and the unused months will be added to the
end of the contract.
"We have a little bit of everything," Cross said,
adding that the variety is one of the center's biggest
advantages.
Nautilus is open from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and from 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
The Valley Wellness Center offers memberships in
several categories and combinations of categories.
Memberships are available for tennis, strength and
endurance programs, the pool, racquetball, aerobic
conditioning programs and aqua aerobics. There is
also a total wellness program which covers
membership for all facilities plus fitness and
nutritional evaluations.
The center provides fitness testing, nutritional
counseling and community services like CPR
training. There are also support groups, like the ones
for new mothers or for clients attempting to lose
weight.
The center charges a monthly fee and clients are
required to sign up for at least a year. Memberships
range from $10 a month for use of the racquetball
facilities to $54 a month for the total wellness
package. Aerobics memberships, which, along with
strength and endurance memberships, attract the most
JMU students, cost $20.50 per month. There is an
overall $30 application fee.
The Wellness Center is open from 5:50 a.m. to 10
p.m. Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday and noon to 9 p.m. on Sunday.

|
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DUKE GARDEN
APARTMENTS

Beach Bound?

The most convenient housing to campus
3 Bedroom Apartments
Furnished for 5 Students.

Alfred Ney's has a large
selection of swimwear for
men and women.

All apartments equipped with:
• Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer
• Range & Refrigerator
• New microwaves for Fall '90

• Bill A Bong

• QUICKSILVER
• INSTINCT

-

• GOTCHA

for leasing information call
Berkeley Realty Inc.

• WOOLRICH

c

Betkeky %EfjSgiiesL

Realty. Inc. of Harrisonburg I I ^^m 11 and Garden*18

434-1876
1373 S. Main St.

Your Guide To Off-Campus Housing

GREAT PRIZES!
EASY TO WIN!

Answer this question ...

Find the ad that has 'Heart and Sole."

Prizes offered from these sponsors...
CfcW^

-f/lfU

Jfa

TROPIC
TAN

I>oir males

*I«

[Students, faculty and staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. Winners of Ad Trivia II can only win once a semester. Pick up Ad Trivia
prize vouchers at The Breeze between 9 - 4. Must present ID to win.
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COMICS
■Bill Watterson GASTROPODS-Darryl Draper

CALVIN AND HOBBES
OH HO! I JOST REMEMBERED
THAT TOOM IS "SHOW AND
TCU.' DM.' I NEED SOME
THING TO SHOW AND TELL
ABOUT.'

NEVER WHO, \
MOM.' 00 WE
HANE ANtf
KASTK BAGS!

I DONTNANT
TO WOU. I
DONT WANT TO
KNCW.

i Nrtr.

Cjfluww—Pfis*"***

SEE?

w 7 OK, 901

STAR9GWl£>

is AMH9"/

mer is
LEFT

WASNR0H6
FOR ONCE

The flight's lay-over in Salt Lake City
made Alvin nervous....

MWUPE;
SHOT OP.

How many slugs does it take
to screw in a lightbulb?

AARGHH.'i mssi:
rs THESE WON
FUZZS MITTENS.' THE
SNOW

snow TO EM

R© *») CANT THROW
STRWGHT.' DAGN IT.'
DAfiN IT.' DARN IT.'

I HATE THESE FVBT1
MITTENS.' ffONU MOM
HM> GOTTEN ME PADDED
CUNES INSTEAD OF THESE
NO GOOD, AWFUL. ROTTEN
FOZtf MITTENS.'

WEU.

ru.ec! Mr

FUITt MITTENS
HAVE PADS.'

I

oa

scuz

Bob Whisonant
JlW'5 ft? IT$ CMER 1 <-**, r" ***■ #SWF"; /WD AFWl \ HF ALUAVS

&7Um)V5«L

fejSffS.

RCQWUTEAFTK )ME USE >T
W VtUST MS +TJKE WR

Ac-Ml«W
VV6. \6*&tB*l
SAID A6DUT WJ?

03ES TH'S
JCWST^S

CJHEAJ £
KEPUSE Tt>
SfLiTA PIZZA

unn HlM
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Mike Peters

MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM

THE FAR SIDE—Gary Larson

&ffitoWmT]t QWCK,5W60MeTHlM6,
TH£|Cg,rAI£#?7DffKP '

eo/rt&„

50Rg,IV6GAIMet>
A F6W POUNDS,
BOTr/MMOTFAT,

WHAT KtNP OP COLLAR

SHODtPIlMONATOTE

PUPPY-Wg
HAMZBSf

Well, there he is. Bobby — Big Red. Sure he's
tough, but il you can ride him, he's yours."

0K.,./aW6ARA
30-PWV RBPLeCZNe

Tales ot the Known

CAMPUS LIFE

■Chris DeCarlo
( NO, ElUCT CANT C0M£TC.TMe.THONE.-taWtrNDWlBur ]
ME- *AK>TO -nac^toU THAT MbU'ftfc "OCNtoSt (fi|HG

fWtBUOjTNE .P5VCM0 WOrt^N Hfc V<N0VV5 '
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CLASSIFIEDS
3 Large Bfl Dupku - Large yard (we mow). Lots of
extras. Almost new. Very energy efficient. Port Road, 1
mile past Howard Johnson's Restaurant. Available May.
Lease/deposit $480.434-2100.
The Commons - New student housrig near campus,
869 Port Republic Road. 4 BR, fumshed or unfurnished,
W/D. Call 432-0600. ■
May/Summer - Negotiable. Separate or together. 4 BRs
& 3 bathrooms in Hunter's Ridge 5 BR unit. 434-0556
The Country Place - Lodging 4 camping on the
Shenandoah River, wants you & your friends to enjoy
special weekends.- 40 mi north. 2 BR chalet,
$ IBS/weekend. 5 BR chalet, $295/weekend. Fireplaces,
waterbed,
year-round
comfort.
Call
for
reservations/brochure. (703)743-4007.
For Rent 1980-91 College Station - Girls 4 boys. Call
Dick or Judy (703)256-9591.

Overs ess Jobs - $900-2,000/mo. Summer, year round,
all countries, all fields. Free info. Write DC, PC- Bex
52-VA04. Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at
home. Cal for Mo. (504)641 -8003 ext. 411.
Attention - Earn money typing at home! $32,000/yr.
income potential Details. (602)638^885 sxt T4707.
Market Discover Credt* Cards - On your campus.
Flexible hours. Earn as much as $10/hr. Only 10
positions available. Call (800)950-8472 ad. 3006.
Summer Job Opportunity - Counselors needed for
girls at private, residential camp in Shenandoah Valley.
Riding, swimming, tennis 4 morel Great experience! For
more ink), call x4584.
Summer Openings - Swimming pool supply company
in Falls Church, Va. needs full-time summer help. Truck
drivers, helpers 4 warehousemen. For further info cal
Steve at (703)534-1400.

4 Females For College Station - Townhouse fully
lumished, W/D, $200/mo. (703)250-7137.
Girl* - Still looking lor a place to live next year'' I still
have a couple ol rooms left in my Forest Hits
townhouse. Lease 6/1/90 - 5/31/91. Rents start at $185.
Call Jill at 433-3666.
College Station - Share townhouse. 3 private rooms.
1990-91 school year or Spring 91 only. $2,400A/r. plus
utilities.
(703)978-1782,
Fairfax
evenings
or
Harrisonburg. 433-3433.
For Rent - College Station Female roommates to share
4 BR furnished townhouse. $190 each. (703)621-3773.

Found Men's 10K QoM Ring m Hunters Ridge, late
November. Call 432-0144 & describe.

1970's Fender StratocaskH Guitar - with hard shell
case. $300 (negotiable) Call Tom, 433-5261.
30 Galon Fish Tank - With stand. Complete set. Lewis,
432-5539.
Airfare To Colorado - $250. 3/3 - 3/11. Call Jenny,
x4235.
3 1/2 Ft Columbian Boa - Very nice markings. $125.
433-2030.

Home Typing - Cal 432-1975 after 2:30 pm.
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center.
Both UVA4UVB rays. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 1106
Reservoir St.
Vasty Auto Glass - For insurance-approved, mobile
service, call 432-0948.
Battery Supply - Brand-name quality at wholesale
prices. Cal 434-5155.
Words, Words, Words - Professional resumes, theses,
etc Laser printed. (703)234-9788

Typing - Accurate work. Friendly service. Convenient to
campus Susan, 433-0987.
Terrific TypW - Fast, accurate, reasonable, near JMU.
Cal Angie, 434-4332.
Word Processing - Papers, reports, etc Quick,
accurate. Judy Shaw, 828-2748.
Win A Hawalan Vacation Or Big Screen TV * raise up
to $1,400 in just 10 daysl Objective: Fundraiser
Cornrnirnent: MMmal. Moray: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero
Investment. Campus organizations, dubs, Irats,
sororities cal OCMC: (800)932-0528/(900)950-8472.
ext 10.

2 Spring Break Tickets to Colorado - $275/negotiabie.
Cal 434-0676.

Wendy Kktt - ZTA and MIL forever! You know who.

- 1990 Spring Break t-shirts. See any

Bulhead - You suck 4 youVe got a huge jank! Happy
birthday! Love, Droopy.
Caryn - I am proud to be your Big 8W You are doing
great! Cheryl
Hey - Happy Belated 21st Birthday. Hope you
had a great day!
KAP Clothes Drive - Check your TV lounge or call
x5465.

1990 Spring Break
T-Shirts
Tuesday 2/20
Hillside 8-9

&

North Myrtle Beach This Summer - I have a house:
looking lor people to share it with me. Steve, 432-0144.
T-Shlrts, T-Shlrte, T-Shlrts - Get your T-shirts for
Spring Break eariy. Cal the T-shirt Guys. 432-6818.
A£A - 4 their dates had a blast jammin' in their jeans.
Thanks everybody!
Adoption - Loving couple wishes lo adopt an infant We
are unable to have children 4 want to expand our family.
Please call cosed (804)3204388.
Hey Studentt! - All haircuts $6 4 perm special until
Feb. 19 for $30, indudng haircut. Expression
Haircutters, 434-7021.
Support The Great Hunger Clean-up - Direct Mail
Night Feb. 21.6-10 pm, G5H in WCC. Bring addresses
ol friends 4 family.

Gilford 9-10
X* - Well go around the work) with you anytime.

Students Getting Aware - Come Imd out what the SGA
does a how it affects you. Wed., Feb. 28 in Blackwell
Audrtorium. Reception wil proceed.
Bed ft Breakfast - Red Shutter Farmhouse, ft. 11
north. 740-4281.
&
Young Democrat! Matting - Tuesday, 7 pm,
Aleghany Room. Topics: March convention, 1990
platform.
MC2312-lloveyou.TooTI

Thanks, EK.
Congratulations - Mark Nashl For winning lABC's
power pizza hour raffle!
Liberal Arts Works! Liberal Arts Career Symposium,
Feb. 21 in the Phillips Center, 1:30 - 3:30 pm.
Joe Clerk - Fri., Feb. 23, New Jersey's controversial
principal. Tickets on sals Mon., Feb 19, UPB Box Office.
Rent Snorkefing Gear - For Spring Breakl Cal now to
reserve a set. Cal Kathy's Scuba, 433-3337.
Doin' The Butt - Eu tickets on sale Tuesday, UPB
Window.

Check Out Your Options - Off-campus Housing Fair,
Feb. 22,6-9 pm, Philips Center Ballroom.
nx<t> - Live. The Addix, Saturday night, $2. BYOB. No
bottles. Cans will be recycled.
ALT - Congratulates Elizabeth Hale & Mary OBnen for
winning dinner at the Joshua Wlton House. Have funl
Support The Great Hunger Ctosn-up - Direct Mail
Night, Feb. 21,6-10 pm, G5H in WCC. Bring addresses
of friends 4 family.
Let's Oat Buck WM - Eu tickets on sale Tuesday. UPB
Window.
Literal Arts Career Symposium - Wed, Feb. 81,130
pm, in the Philips Center. Come learn how being a
liberal arts major can lead to career success!
WHS Lanier - Is coming to JMU to speak to FMA
members on Feb. 21,7 pm in Blacxwell Mr. Lanier used
to play for the Kansas City Chiefs He is now a
stockbroker for Fust Securities in Richmond. Anyone
interested is welcome to attend.

Easy Tan - Walking distance from JMU. Great Spring
Break specials. 434-0608.
Huge T-ShirVSweatahirt Salt - 20 different designs
Mon, Feb. 19, Anthony-Seeger Lobby.
WMt Lanier - Is coming to JMU to speak about his
career with First Securities as a stockbroker. Anyone
interested in hearing him is welcome to attend. It's Fab.
21. 7 pm at Blackwel Mr. Lanier used to play for the
Kansas City Cfaefs. Sponsored by FMA.
Uberai Aria Majors - You have what it takesto be a
successl Liberal Arts Career Symposium. Wed., Feb. 21
at 130 pm in Ira Philips Center.
AXA, Musty a Xcb- Mas al of youl Love, Junior.
The Addtx-Ljve, this Saturday at nK<t>, $2, BY06 No
bottles. Cans wil be recycled.

Cruise Ship Jobs

Wanted - A Ismsk. to sublet May/Summer at U Place.
For details cal Melanie at 434-5197

Great Coupon Specials In Breeze - Easy Tan,
4340808.

Hiring men S women. Summer/year round. Photographers, tour guides, recreation personnel.
Excellent pay + free travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. Call nowl Call
refundable. (206)736-0775, Ext 600 N.

Wanted - Female housemates lor 4 BR house on
Campbell St. Need 1 lull year & 1 spring semester onfy.
CalMegx5626orKrislenx5428.

Spring Break Fashion Snow - Feb. 22. J. Medrfes, 7
pm. $2 donation for Mercy House appreciated
Sponsored by UPB 4 Fashon Merchandising Club.

Trevor, "Snoopy," and friend -Thanks tor helping with
my flat tire Friday night t Liz

The T-Shirt Guys will be selling T-shirts 4 sweatshirts in
Anlhony-Seeger Monday, 19th, from 84

Shenandoah River Outfitters - Needs full-time &
part-time employees to work in canoe livery.
Hardworking, outgoing & excellent driving record are a
must. We offer competitive hourly rates 4 an entertaining
summer. Contact Nancy Goebel, 703)743-4150.

Just Arrived

&U\ or KJOr* Pledge.

Hil - You £n Big Sis loves you!

'88 Toyota Tercel OX, S Speed - Call 433-0653.
3 BR House - Comer of Grace & S. High, in-minute
walk to campus. Great condition. Call 434-6914.

Kathy - Here is the personal you so rightfully deserve.
Teats
,

What's N Lite - To live oflompus? Off-Campus
Housing Fair, Feb. 22,6-9 pm, Philips Center Balroom.

Word Processing - Papers, resumes, etc Kendal,
2344725.
Shkt/SweatahMs - Dancing bears, Calvin & Hobbes,
JMU 5 or 6 of the best years of your life 4 doggie style.
Can 433-6196. Can deliver.

Jot Clark - Fri., Feb. 23. New Jersey's controversial
principal. Tickets on sals Mon., Feb. 19, UPB Box Office.

Monday 2/19
Dingtedine 8-9

4«tnt - U Place, 56C, 4B0. Excellent condition. Cat
434-3751.
Park Apartment! - The quiet community. 1,213 BRs
from $339 - $499. Includes in most apartments, gas for
heat, cooking 4 hoi water. Call 433-2621.

EX - We love lo get happy with youl Thanks AXfl.

Was Valentines Day a letdown? Is someone special
really MAD
because you forgot the candy, cards and flowers?
Make it up to them

Send a personal, and make their day!
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Go Dukes!
Turn George Mason Upside
Down!

"(Best (Pizza in ^Town ... ^Hottest."

